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ENTREPRENEURSHIP &
EforAll brings
proven program
for accelerating
new business
startups to area

BY BRAD JOHNSON
Fostering community engagement to promote
the growth of entrepreneurship is seen by some
as a vital element in developing a more resilient
– and more inclusive – local economy.
Among those sharing that view is David Parker,
CEO of Entrepreneurship for All. Known in short
as EforAll, this Massachusetts-based nonprofit
organization has developed a proven model for
engendering the growth of entrepreneurship –
especially among women, minorities and the
economically disadvantaged – in communities
across the state.
“Our focus is on seeing if entrepreneurship
can make a difference in the communities we’re
in,” said Parker. “And, to that end, we need to
engage the community and have their buy-in for
what we’re doing.”
Berkshire County has now become the latest
community to buy into the EforAll model, joining
seven others across Massachusetts as well as one
in the Denver metropolitan area.
continued on page 12

Shelley Cardoos (left), director of programs for Entrepreneurship for All (EforAll), works with Deborah Gallant, executive director of EforAll Berkshire County, to
coordinate the organization’s first pitch competition, business accelerator program and other activities for the coming months. Cardoos’ visit to the Berkshires
in early September followed the Aug. 21 announcement that Berkshire County had become the latest Massachusetts community to affiliate with EforAll.

INNOVATION

Staff from Lever and team members from companies participating in Lever’s Intrapreneur Challenge listen to a pitch presented by the team from Kripalu Center
for Yoga & Health for expansion of its RISE resiliency training program to an online platform. Kripalu’s pitch and those by other participants were being practiced
at one of the workshops held this summer as part of the Intrapreneur Challenge, which will award $25,000 and support from Lever to the innovation judged
to have the most potential for top-line growth (see story on page 16). The final pitch competition will be held Oct. 3 as part of Lever’s first Innovation Summit.

2-day summit
to focus on role
of innovation
in economic
growth, vitality
BY BRAD JOHNSON
Whether on a global, national or regional
level, innovation serves as an indispensable
engine for economic growth.
An upcoming event will drive that point
home on a very local level by highlighting
the many ways that innovation is helping to
reshape the Berkshire economy as the era of
large industrial operations and major corporate
employers fades further into the past.
On Oct. 3-4, Lever will host its inaugural
Innovation Summit in Williamstown, with
a multifaceted program that will emphasize
innovation as an engine of economic growth.
“We talk with a lot of companies in the county
through the course of our various programs
and activities,” said Jeffrey Thomas, executive director of Lever, a North Adams-based
nonprofit organization whose mission is to
continued on page 15
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Familiar name resurfaces
in downtown North Adams
BY JOHN TOWNES
After several decades, a familiar local
business name has returned to downtown
North Adams at the same location but in a
more contemporary guise.
In late June, Mark Meehan and his wife,
Debra Morandi, purchased The Hub at 55
Main St. After briefly closing the restaurant for a cleanup and redecoration of the
1,400-square-foot space, they reopened in
early July as the Capitol Restaurant.
The Capitol was the name of a popular
workaday eatery that was founded in 1952
on State Street. It moved to 55 Main St. in
the late 1960s, where it operated until 1997.
After the Capitol closed the space housed a
succession of restaurants, including the last
11 years as The Hub.
Meehan, a native of the northern Berkshires, said he wanted to honor the original
Capitol with the name.
“When I was growing up it was always
the Capitol,” he said. “I decided that if we
were going to do this I wanted it to be named
the Capitol again. Out of respect, I contacted
the most recent former owner of the Capitol
and got their permission to do it.”
Their remodeling of the interior includes
photos and memorabilia from the Capitol’s
history.
He noted that the daughter of the original
owners of the Capitol, the Cantoni family,
have visited the new version. “We stood
outside and took photos,” he recalled. “It
was very emotional, and she said her parents
would have been very happy with this.”
Meehan is full-time manager and executive chef. Morandi, who is co-owner, works
at Williams College but also spends a lot of
time helping with the business and operations.
The restaurant has a staff of 18.
The Capitol is located in what was originally the entrance to the former Paramount
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Mark Meehan has fulfilled a longtime business goal, while at the same time reviving a familiar name from
decades past, with the opening of the Capitol Restaurant on Main Street in downtown North Adams.
Theater. When the space was converted into
a restaurant, a lunch counter was installed, as
well as individual booths. The booths were
later removed for separate tables.
It currently has indoor seating for 85 in
two sections, with 60 counter and table seats
in the front, and 25 in the rear. It also has
seating for 16 outside during warm weather.
The Capitol (413-662-2500 or thecapitolrestaurant.com) is open for lunch and dinner
from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday.
On weekends it also serves breakfast, and
is open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Saturday
and 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday. It has a full
liquor license.
Meehan described the menu and role of
the Capitol as a casual full-service restaurant
offering “fresh, quality comfort food” including meat, seafood, pasta and other entrees, as
well as lighter fare and appetizers, rice bowls,
sandwiches, burgers, soups and salads. He
added that it is family friendly.
One of Meehan’s specialties is barbeque,
including smoked brisket, pulled pork, pulled
chicken and others.
“I’ve been doing barbeque for a long time
and have borrowed elements of that from
different regions to create my own version,”
he said.
However, he also emphasized that the
Capitol serves food for all tastes and palates,
including vegetarians and other with specialized requirements such as gluten-free items.
“We have something for everyone, whether
you want steak, barbeque, chicken and other
meats, seafood or are a vegetarian,” he said.
Meehan said the common denominator is
that all food is prepared fresh. “I don’t like
frozen foods, and almost everything we use
is fresh from the markets and other suppliers,” he said.
He noted that among their primary suppliers of vegetables is Red Shirt Farm in
Lanesboro (September 2019 BT&C).
The menu features a variety of appetizers
($7.95 to $10.95) and burgers ($10.95 to
$12.95). There is also a variety of salads and
sandwiches, including barbeque items, hummus and vegetable flatbread, among others.
Entrees ($12.95 to $21.90) include Hand
Cut Rib-Eye Steak, St. Louis Smoked Ribs,
Chicken Marsala, Eggplant Marsala, Jambalaya, Grilled Atlantic Salmon, and Fish
and Chips, as well as Spaghetti, Chicken
or Eggplant Parmesan, Portabella Risotto
with Seared Scallops, and Veggie Pasta,
among others.
Weekend breakfast items ($7.95 to $9.95)

include eggs and sides dishes, French Toast,
and sausage gravy and biscuits, among others.
“We also have daily specials listed on the
chalkboard and will be adjusting the menu
over time based on what people want and
request,” said Meehan. He added that the
restaurant currently features a prime rib
special on Saturday nights.
Meehan said his involvement in the Capitol
came about through a combination of his
former profession as a construction contractor and a lifelong love of food. He also has
operated a catering business.
“I’ve always been a hard-core foodie,” he
said. “I’ve been wanting to open a restaurant
for at least 10 years, and when this space
became available my wife and I decided
to do it.”
While his background as a construction
contractor may initially seem unrelated, that
too was oriented to food.
When he was young, Meehan moved to
Florida for about 30 years, before returning to
the Berkshires a decade years ago. He operated a contracting business that specialized
in the restaurant and hospitality industries.
“That started when I was asked to build a
prototype restaurant for a Connecticut-based
chain, and it took off from there,” he said.
“Since then I’ve built restaurants all over the
country. That gave me a lot of insight into
the business, as well as the opportunity to
experience different regional foods. When I
returned to the Berkshires, I started a catering business.”
Meehan said the Capitol allows him to
continue to offer catering. In addition to
full-service catering, he is also offering a
lower-cost alternative version, which he calls
“You Catering.”
“Instead of paying the cost of a caterer
coming in and setting up and providing
on-site service, you can order the food you
want in advance, and then on the day of the
event you can come in and pick it up hot and
ready,” he explained.
He is also setting up a home delivery service for individuals and families, in which
people can call or order items online.
When they first purchased the business,
Meehan and Morandi had a true trial by fire.
Before closing the restaurant for its refurbishing, they kept it open for several days to serve
the crowds that descend on North Adams for
the semi-annual Solid Sound Festival.
“It was crazy,” Meehan recalled, adding
that, since then, business has been at a less
frantic pace. “It was initially kind of slow, but
it has been increasing and growing steadily.”◆
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on economic development as a Training and
Technology Center.
Based on the county’s demographics, another possibility is a Senior and Transitional
Care Facilities theme, which would combine
residential, health care and retailing oriented
to the senior population.
Another concept is a Green and Agricultural theme, with indoor and outdoor growing facilities such as indoor hydroponics
and greenhouses. It could also include food
production and processing, as well as retail
food outlets and educational programs.
The report examined these and other
concepts in detail, such as the extent of work
required, possible changes in zoning required,
and other factors.
Brennan added that an owner might adopt
portions of various concepts or build on
them in different ways. “There are overlaps
among them, and an owner could mix and
match,” she said.
A full copy of the report is available
on the Town of Lanesborough website
(www.lanesborough-ma.gov/economicdevelopment-committee/files/berkshiremall-reuse-report).◆

we

She added the potential uses are designed
to either complement existing facilities and
activities in the Berkshires or fill unmet needs
of the community.
Milone & MacBroom Inc. in Springfield
BY JOHN TOWNES
and EDM Architecture, Engineering and
One of the region’s formerly most popuManagement in Pittsfield were retained as
lar and now most problematic sites – the
consultants for the report. Its preparation
Berkshire Mall in Lanesborough – is the
included site visits, interviews, workshops,
subject of an extensive recent study of its
and other research and analysis.
potential for revitalization and possible
Berkshire Mall, which opened to great
strategies to achieve that.
fanfare in 1988, has been on a steady decline
In essence, the report concludes the mall
for at least 10 years. That pace quickened
building is physically sound, and the 86-acre
over the past few years as it lost the rest of
site has many attributes that could bring it
its anchor stores and smaller tenants and is
back to life.
now closed (except for the Regal Cinemas
However, that will depend on de-emphaand Target retail store, which own their own
sizing its original role as a retail center and
facilities there.) It has also repeatedly fallen
creating a new and coherent identity and
behind in taxes to the town and the Baker
mix of activities.
Hill Road District.
The study was prepared by the Berkshire
This has been due to a combination of
Regional Planning Commission (BRPC)
specific problems with
and took 18 months
“The basic purpose is to
past owners, combined
to complete. It was
funded by the Mas- encourage proactive planning with a national decline
in the fortunes of malls
sachusetts Executive
Office of Energy and and action while there is still due to changing reEnvironmental Affairs time. It’s much more difficult tail trends such as the
of online shopwith additional supand expensive to redevelop growth
ping. Many similar
port from the Baker
a building that has been
malls have experienced
Hill Road District (a
similar difficulties or
legal entity associated
mothballed.”
have closed.
with the mall property
However, other struggling malls have
through the connector road built to service it).
been successfully redeveloped for various
Ironically, the release of the report earlier
purposes.
this summer coincided with the July 12 sale
The BRPC report concluded it would not be
of the Berkshire Mall for $1 million to Durga
viable for the Berkshire Mall to rely solely on
Property Holdings Inc., a real estate investretailing. However, it could combine retailing
ment firm based in Ohio.
with other activities and uses.
The seller was Berkshire Mall Realty
All of the suggested concepts would retain
Holdings, which had purchased the mall for
the present Regal Cinemas and Target store,
$3.5 million in 2016. That entity was formed
which continue to operate there.
by Mehran Kohanseih (who also uses the
According to the site analysis, the building
name Mike Kohan), a developer based in
and its infrastructure are still in good basic
Great Neck, N.Y. His company, Kohan Retail
condition. However, it does have problems
Investment Group, specializes in purchasing
due to deferred maintenance – the most
troubled malls across the country.
serious of which is the roof, which is in poor
However, the sale of the now largely vacondition and has caused significant water
cant 720,000-square-foot retail complex is
damage due to leaks.
a separate issue than the focus of the report.
The Berkshire Mall study collected a
“The report presents options for the mall’s
variety of ideas and approaches. These
future, regardless of who owns it,” said
were categorized as either rehabilitation of
Laura Brennan, senior planner for economic
the existing building, partial demolition of
development at BRPC.
certain sections, or complete demolition and
She explained that the mall study is not
redevelopment of the site. It also looked at
binding and does not recommend specific
possible changes on the surrounding parking
strategies. Rather, it outlines suggested oplots, such as reducing the paved areas for
tions based on the physical condition and chargreenspace or activities.
acteristics of the mall, the local and regional
The study considered 15 design concepts,
market, national trends, and what has been
and then narrowed them down to five posdone successfully at other mall properties.
sible themes that were refined into more
“It lays the groundwork with research
detailed outlines.
and ideas for what could be done by any
These include a Sports Destination, with
owner,” said Brennan. “The basic purpose is
indoor and outdoor athletic facilities. Another
to encourage proactive planning and action
is a Family Entertainment/Resort, with a
while there is still time. It’s much more difhotel, recreational activities and restaurants
ficult and expensive to redevelop a building
and retailing. One concept would be focused
that has been mothballed.”

Mall study outlines various
strategies for site’s reuse
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The game lasts an hour. The price is $25
per person, with a discounted price of $20 for
students, members of the military and veterans.
Clairmont, who is a Cheshire native, said
he discovered the escape room concept while
staying in Chicago. “A friend worked at a very
large escape room there,” he said. “I found it
fascinating and decided to roll the dice and
start one here. I put everything I had into it.”
BY JOHN TOWNES
(Although the name is similar to the popuAs Halloween approaches, Get Out
lar recent horror movie Get Out, Clairmont
Mindgames in Pittsfield is preparing to add
said that is coincidental, and he came up with
a seasonal attraction designed to both chill
it long before the movie came out.)
the spine and stimulate the brain.
The doctor’s office he leases has two large
“In the spirit of that holiday, it’s a horror
lobby areas and four former exam rooms. This
movie theme, in which participants have to
space supports having up to two different
solve a series of mysteries and puzzles to
game themes running at a given time, each
escape a killer,” said Justin Clairmont, who
with their own props, scenic elements and
started Get Out in 2016 in a former doctor’s
other effects.
office at 1450 East St.
Appropriate to its location, the current
While the stakes are not actually life
theme is medical, in which players enter a
and death, the challenge reflects the overall
laboratory setting. They are then informed
offerings of Get Out, which is a form of
that they have been exposed to a pathogen
entertainment known as an “escape room.”
and have one hour to solve a series of puzzles
An escape room is a type of team-based
and mysteries to find an antidote before it
game where players enter a room and cobecomes fatal.
operatively discover clues, solve puzzles,
“It’s very science-oriented in the games
Justin Clairmont has captured the imaginations of a growing number of escape room enthusiasts over
and accomplish tasks to progress toward a
and puzzles, and people use tools like mithe past three years with Get Out Mindgames in Pittsfield. The group-oriented attraction is preparing to
specific goal and escape from the room in a
croscopes,” said Clairmont.
unveil its latest game with a horror movie theme in the spirit of the Halloween season ahead.
set amount of time.
Because it’s all in good fun, the stakes of
The concept is based on video games
than elsewhere. Clairmont believes Get
losing are obviously not succumbing to a
a combination of social media, word of
with similar challenges but transposed into
Out Mindgames (413-822-8482 or www.
disease or being caught by a killer.
mouth, and flyers posted on bulletin boards.
the physical world. It was first introduced
getoutmindgames.com) is the only comHowever, players do get into the spirit
Get Out Mindgames is only open to private
in Japan and China about 15 years ago, and
mercial escape room in the region, where
of it. “It gets very exciting as people try to
groups who book in advance, to allow time
then spread internationally, according to
it has gained a steady stream of customers.
figure things out and do what’s necessary in
for Clairmont to prepare the rooms. CustomClairmont.
Clairmont estimated that, on average, his
time,” said Clairmont.
ers include informal
“It came to the U.S. about four years ago,
escape room accommodates about 12 groups
groups of friends to “It gets very exciting as people “When it’s over, people
and has become very popular,” he said. “Esa week. Teams typically range from four
organizational outings. try to figure things out and do are very enthused and
cape rooms have cropped up in many cities.
players up to eight or more.
into discussions of
“It ranges from couples
what’s necessary in time.” get
It’s even become a situation comedy trope
“It’s very seasonal,” he noted. “This time
what happened.”
who do it as a double– many TV shows have featured episodes in
of year we have between 10 or 15 groups a
Clairmont is currently the only full-time
date to businesses who book it as a corporate
which characters go into an escape room.”
staff, although his girlfriend, Sam Stier, also
week. It will pick up from fall to Christmas,
event,” he said.
Like many trends, escape rooms have
helps out.
and then it will slow down in winter.”
While the escape room is not specifibeen slower in coming to Berkshire County
He develops and builds the settings and
He said people have found about it through
cally designed as a scientific team-building
games himself. “I create a game and theme
exercise, Clairmont said it does encourage
based on the space, and figure out what would
teamwork.
be interesting to do, and then I assemble
“It’s primarily just a stimulating way to
them,” he said.
have fun,” he said. “But it is based on players
Clairmont noted that operators of escape
relying on each other and working together
rooms have an informal community. “I talk
to solve puzzles and accomplish other tasks.”
to other owners, and we share ideas and feedWhile the majority of customers are in
SIZES & OPTIONS TO SUIT YOUR BUSINESS
back,” he said, adding that businesses also
their 20s and early 30s, Clairmont said it
Convenient Free Parking • Bus Stop at Entrance • Flexible Lease Terms
buy and sell completed games to each other.
appeals to people of all ages, although it is
He said that the Halloween theme will
not
for
very
young
children.
FOR LEASING INFORMATION CONTACT:
debut
on Oct. 1 and will continue for a few
“Recently
we
hosted
a
kids’
birthday
party
Glenn Langenback • Property Manager
months.
and
shortly
after
that
a
high
school
reunion
Tel: 413-236-5957 • Cell: 413-464-4211 • GLangenback@verizon.net
“I’m planning to do something with a
of people in their 80s,” he said.
ALLENDALE SHOPPING CENTER • 5 CHESHIRE ROAD • SUITE 60 • PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
jungle theme next,” he said.
While it is a new concept that grew out of
video games, Clairmont said escape rooms
have the basic qualities of traditional games,
and that they are more physically engaging
and personal than video games.
“It’s basically good old-fashioned fun
and is very social, as people work together
to solve the games and puzzles,” he said.◆
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Sept. 17: Women Serving on
Boards, networking event and
presentation covering topics such
as personal benefits of serving,
networking to find the right organization to volunteer for, overview of responsibilities, opportunities
for leadership, best practices for board recruitment, and research
to do before saying “yes.” Presented by Nonprofit Center of
the Berkshires from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Hilton Garden Inn in
Pittsfield. $35. Register online at npcberkshires.org.
Sept. 17: “Picturing Political Power: Images in the Women’s
Suffrage Movement,” title of MCLA’s Constitution Day lecture,
presented by Allison Lange, assistant professor of history at the
Wentworth Institute of Technology. 5 p.m. in Murdock Hall
Room 218. Free and open to the public as well at the MCLA
community. Reception will follow in Murdock Hall Room 208.
For more information, go to www.mcla.edu.
Sept. 17, Oct. 15: Pittsfield Green Drinks, informal gathering of people interested in conservation and environmental
issues on third Tuesday of each month. 5:15 p.m. at J. Allen’s
Clubhouse Grille. Sponsored by the Berkshire Environmental
Action Team (BEAT). For more information and meeting
location, contact Elizabeth Orenstein at 413-717-1255 or
elizabeth@thebeatnews.org.
Sept. 18: The Big Five: Important Documents for Estate
Planning, information session presented by Kimball Farms Life
Care from 2 to 3 p.m. at Kimball Farms Nursing Care Center,
40 Sunset Ave., Lenox. The presentation will be conducted by
attorney James Sisto of the Berkshire Elder Law Center. RSVP
to 413-637-7002 or at www.kimballfarms.org.
Sept. 18: Greylock WORKS Networking Event, hosted by
Williamstown Chamber of Commerce, from 5 to 8 p.m. at
Greylock WORKS, 508 State Rd., North Adams. For information, email info@williamstownchamber.com
Sept. 19: Ninth annual Walk a Mile in Her Shoes March to Stop
Rape, Sexual Assault and Gender Violence, held in conjunction
with Third Thursday in downtown Pittsfield. The march begins
at 6 p.m. at the corner of North Street and Columbus Avenue.
Registration is free, but walkers are encouraged to raise funds
through pledges as individuals or as teams to support life-saving
services for survivors of violence and prevention education for
youth. Walkers may register online at www.elizabethfreemancenter.org/walk-mile-2019 or the day of the march. Pledge forms
are available online or by calling Elizabeth Freeman Center at
413-499-2425. Proceeds from the event will benefit EFC, the
domestic violence/rape crisis organization in Berkshire County.
Sept. 20: CarFit Information and Recruitment Session, held
by Age Friendly Berkshires to recruit local volunteers to sign
up to receive free technician training for CarFit, an educational
program that offers older adults the opportunity to check how
well their personal vehicles “fit” them as aging brings changes
to vision, hearing, information processing, flexibility and speed
of reflexes – all which can affect a person’s ability to drive
safely. Hosted by the Williamstown Council on Aging at 1 p.m.
at the Harper Center, 118 Church St., Williamstown. For more
information about Berkshires CarFit , call 413-442-1521 ext.
16 or email: agefriendlyberkshires@gmail.com.
Sept. 21-22: The Mental Health Crisis in America: Recognizing Problems, Working Toward Solutions, conference
convened by the Austen Riggs Center, featuring leading experts
in the fields of mental health treatment, research, advocacy
and law who will present insights and solutions to these and
other issues. Held at Linde Center for Music and Learning at
Tanglewood, Lenox. For full speaker and topic descriptions, go
to www.austenriggs.org/CentennialConference.
Sept. 21, 25, Oct. 5: Regional VILLAGE Formation Meetings presented by Villages Of The Berkshires and Age Friendly
Berkshires to promote interest and participation in formation
of virtual villages in the region. Sept. 21 from 1 to 3 p.m. at
North Egremont Firehouse, Route 71, Egremont; Sept. 25
from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at Mary Spitzer Center, 116 Ashland St.,
North Adams; and Oct. 5 from 1 to 3 p.m. at Berkshire South
Community Center, 15 Crissey Rd., Great Barrington. For more
information, visit villagesoftheberkshires.org.
Sept. 22: Construct’s 50th Anniversary WALK Into The
Future, fund-raising event with long and short routes available
for participants starting at Ski Butternut and Great Barrington
Court House respectively. Registration begins at 12:30 p.m.
at both start points, WALK begins at 1 p.m. and ends behind
the Great Barrington Town Hall at Giggle Park. Music, food,
entertainment. For more information go to www.constructinc.
org or contact Lisa Henriques at 413-528-1985 or lhenriques@
constructberkshire.org.
Sept. 23: 50 Plus Job Fair, presented by MassHire Berkshire
Career Center in collaboration with Elder Services of Berkshire
County and Age Friendly Berkshires, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Berkshire Athenaeum in Pittsfield. For registration or other
information, contact Stephanie Caporale at scaporale@masshireberkshirecc.com or 413-499-2220 ext. 124.
Sept. 23: Berkshire Grown’s 21st Annual Harvest Supper,
a tasting dinner from the area’s renowned chefs and silent auction to benefit Berkshire Grown. From 6 to 8 p.m. in the Upper
Lodge at Ski Butternut in Great Barrington. Tickets $40 for
guests under 40 years old, $75 for Berkshire Grown members,
$100 for non-members. For tickets or more information, go
to BerkshireGrown.org/HarvestSupper or call 413-528-0041.
Sept. 23-25: Ethical Considerations for Recovery Coaches,
three-day intensive training focusing on the ethical issues that
can arise when providing recovery coach services. Presented by
the Beacon Recovery Center on Sept. 23 and 24 from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sept. 25 from 8:30 a.m. to noon at the Holiday Inn
on Main Street in North Adams. Visit http://bit.ly/nbccethics to
register. For more information, call Susan at 413-663-7588 ext. 29.
Sept. 24: Berkshire County School Fair, a new event organized
in response to the changing education landscape in the Berkshires,
will be held from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Miss Hall’s School, 492
Holmes Rd., Pittsfield. Nineteen schools from throughout the
region will have tables at the fair. For information, go to www.
misshalls.org/berkshire-county-school-fair.
Sept. 25: VILLAGE formation meeting for north Berkshire,
organized by Age Friendly Berkshires, 10 a.m. at the Mary
Spitzer Senior Center, 116 Ashland St., North Adams. Includes
discussion of the Village concept where members decide what
services they need to remain living safely and comfortably in
their homes/community and the Village organization arranges to
provide those services. North county adults of all age invited to
attend. For more information and to RSVP, call 413-662-3125.
September 25: Entry to Entrepreneurship, business planning
program hosted by BerkShares Inc. in partnership with the
Massachusetts Small Business Development Center’s Berkshire
Regional Office, kicks off at the Magic Fluke Co. in Sheffield. The
program meets Wednesdays from 6 to 8:30 p.m. between Sept.
25 and Nov. 20 at locations throughout the southern Berkshires.
Open to all ages. $50 registration fee. To apply, visit www.
berkshares.org/E2E. For more information, call 413-528-1737.
Sept. 25: MA Service Alliance information session hosted by
the Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at Zion Lutheran Church in Pittsfield. Nonprofits are invited
to learn about the resources and grants available for volunteer
programs such as Martin Luther King Day of Service and Commonwealth Corps, National Volunteer Week, Youth Development
Volunteer Initiatives and the Service Enterprise Initiative – a
change management approach that helps organizations more
effectively leverage volunteers and their skills, increasing the
return on volunteer investment to meet their missions. Free but
registration required at npcberkshires.org.

the month in business
Sept. 26: LiDAR and Haptic Feedback, topic of presentation
by Thomas Sullivan with General Dynamics Mission Systems in
Pittsfield, at the monthly dinner meeting of the IEEE Berkshire
Section. Cocktails at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 followed by presentation. Cork ’N Hearth Restaurant in Lee. RSVP by Sept. 23. For
information, contact Richard Kolodziejczyk at 413-655-2623
or rkolod@IEEE.org.
Sept. 26: Celebrate the Berkshires hosted by 1Berkshire
to recognize individuals and organizations whose achievements and commitment have strengthened the economy and
helped the Berkshires grow. 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Jiminy Peak
Mountain Resort in Hancock. VIP admission from 4:15 to 5:30
(includes open beer and wine bar, champagne toast, networking
opportunities with key stakeholders and Trendsetter finalists,
and more). For tickets and information, call 413-499-1600 or
visit 1berkshire.com.
Sept. 26: DownStreet Art Thursdays, free public arts event in
downtown North Adams from 5 to 8 p.m. Presented by DownStreet Art, a program of MCLA’s Berkshire Cultural Resource
Center. DSA season 2019 highlights include installation of the
work of seven local and regional artists in empty storefronts
downtown, live music under the historic Mohawk marquee, a
“beer and margarita garden” at the Eagle Street Pocket Park,
vending trucks, and arts-related activities throughout downtown
North Adams. For more information, go to www.mcla.edu.
Sept. 27: 18th Annual Fall Classic golf tournament and fundraiser presented by Hillcrest Educational Centers from 8 a.m. to
1 p.m. at Wahconah Country Club in Dalton. Player registration
and sponsorship can be done online at www.hillcrestec.org/
golf. Also includes a silent auction on the night of the event.
For information on donating items for the auction, contact Peter
Lopenzina at 413-499-7924 ext. 133.

Oct. 12: Open Studio Tours presented by the Guild of Berkshire
Artists on the second Saturday of
the month through Oct. 12. Receptions at TKG Realty Gallery at 10
Elm St. in Stockbridge on the Thursdays prior to these dates
will feature representative works by Guild of Berkshire Artists
members who will open their studios to the public. For more information, visit www.berkshireartists.org or call 413-298-0610.
Oct. 12-13: 85th annual Harvest Festival presented by Berkshire
Botanical Garden, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days. Admission $7
(under 12 free). 5 West Stockbridge Rd., Stockbridge. More
information at www.berkshirebotanical.org or 413-298-3926.

In the dawn
we perceive
the dusk

Oct. 21: Introduction to Grants Research presented by the
Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires in partnership with Philanthropy Massachusetts from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at Berkshire
Community College in Pittsfield. Introductory workshop covers
grant readiness, resources for locating funding, locating Requests
for Proposals (RFPs), how to use Foundation Directory Online,
and tips for how to strengthen the odds of receiving a grant. Free
but registration required at philanthropyma.org.
Oct. 25: Masquerade Gala fund-raiser to celebrate BFAIR’s 25
years of success, 5:30 p.m. at Proprietor’s Lodge in Pittsfield.
Includes VIP hour, live auction, music, food, special guests, and
handmade masquerade masks crafted by individuals receiving
BFAIR services. Business casual dress. To register for the event
or sponsor, visit www.bfair.org/25gala or call Katrina Cardillo
at 413-464-7232 ext. 317.
Oct. 27: Actionable Responses to Climate Change, theme of the
39th Annual Schumacher Lectures, presented by the Schumacher
Center for a New Economics from 1 to 4 p.m. at Saint James
Place, 352 Main St., Great Barrington. Tickets $20. For tickets
and information, go to centerforneweconomics.org/events/.
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Sept. 27: Entrepreneurial Meetup, free networking event
presented by 1Berkshire from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. at the Eagle
Street Parklet in downtown North Adams. Sponsored by the
Pittsfield Cooperative Bank. For information, call 413-499-1600
or go to 1bekrshire.com.

Nov. 6: Application deadline for Berkshire County’s first
Entrepreneurship for All Accelerator Program for business
startups (see story on page 1). For information, contact Deborah
Gallant at deborah@eforall.org or visit eforall.org.◆
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Sept. 28: Caring for the Caregiver, presentation hosted by
Fairview Commons Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, in collaboration with HospiceCare of the Berkshires, from 10:30 a.m.
to noon at 151 Christian Hill Rd., Great Barrington. Sarah Miller
MSW, LCSW will address the topic of caregiver burnout and
share tips on how to avoid it and promote positive relationships
with those you’re caring for. During the presentation, participants’ loved ones can create a water color at a Memories in the
Making workshop, sponsored by Fairview’s Adult Day Health
program. The presentation is free and light refreshments will be
served. Pre-registration requested at 413-341-1474.
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Sept. 28: 10thAnnual Northern Berkshire Electronic Recycling
& Paper Shredding Event, hosted by All Saints Episcopal Church
and City of North Adams at the Steeple City Plaza parking lot
adjacent to All Saints Episcopal Church from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Electronic recycling of all types of small and medium-sized electronics and appliances will be accepted. Disposal fees between $5
and $15 for most electronics (TVs higher). Open to all residents,
schools and businesses in North Adams, Adams, Williamstown
and surrounding communities. For more information and a list
of items accepted for recycling, visit All Saints’ Facebook page.

Business is done
between two people.
Not two voicemail
systems.

Oct. 1: Giving Tuesday Roundtable hosted by the Nonprofit
Center of the Berkshires from 3 to 5 p.m. at the Berkshire
Athenaeum in Pittsfield. Nonprofits invited to discuss this
day of giving that falls in the middle of annual appeal time,
share experiences and best practices, and come away with a
strategy that minimizes workload and maximizes results within
their larger fund-raising plan. Free but registration required at
npcberkshires.org.
Oct. 2: Autumn Tri-Town Mixer for members of the Lee,
Lenox and Stockbridge Chambers of Commerce. 5:30 p.m. at
Black Swan Inn in Lee. Light refreshments and cash bar. RSVP
by Sept. 25 to 413-243-1705 (Lee); 413-637-3646 (Lenox) or
413-298-5200 (Stockbridge).

Let our virtual receptionists handle your
customers’ calls whenever you can’t.

Oct. 4: First Fridays Artswalk featuring the work of over a
dozen accomplished regional artists in Pittsfield’s Upstreet
Cultural District from 5 to 8 p.m. Free guided walking tour
begins at 5 p.m. at the Intermodal Center at BRTA, 1 Columbus
Ave. Most art exhibits are on display in participating venues
throughout the month. For more information and to view a listing and map of participating artists and locations, visit www.
FirstFridaysArtswalk.com.
Oct. 5: Annual award ceremony held by Massachusetts College
of Liberal Arts (MCLA) Alumni Association to recognize the
achievements of alumni and supporters of the college. To reserve
tickets for the awards ceremony brunch, visit alumni.mcla.edu,
email alumni@mcla.edu, or call 413-662-5224.
Oct. 5: Out of the Darkness Berkshire County Walk to Fight
Suicide, part of nationwide program to raise awareness and funds
that allow theAmerican Foundation for Suicide Prevention (AFSP)
to invest in new research, create educational programs, advocate
for public policy, and support survivors of suicide loss. 10 a.m. to
noon at The Common in Pittsfield. Registration is free and open
to the public and can be done online (afsp.org/BerkshireCounty)
until noon on Friday before the walk; day-of-walk registration/
check-in starts at 9 a.m. For more information, contact Melissa
Helm at 585-831-1365 or mhelm313@gmail.com.

(800) 367-7243 BerkshireCommunicators.com

WATER STREET • WILLIAMSTOWN

Oct. 7: EforAll County Caravan with networking stops in
several communities to introduce the new program supporting
entrepreneurship to Berkshire County (see story on page 1).
From 8:30 to 10 a.m. (short program at 9:15) at Great Barrington
Bagel Company, 777 Main St., Great Barrington; 11:30 to 1
p.m. (short program at 12:15) at Framework, 437 North St.,
Pittsfield; and 5 to 6:30 p.m. (short program at 5:45) at HiLo,
55 Union St., North Adams. Additional whistlestops in other
communities along the way. Full details at eforall.org or contact
Deborah Gallant at deborah@eforall.org.
Oct. 8: Lean Lab, monthly meetup group for entrepreneurs who
want to grow their businesses using lean startup methodology.
Hosted by Lever from 6 to 8 p.m. at location TBA. For information, email Brent Filson at bfilson@lever.org.
Oct. 11: Application deadline for Berkshire County’s first
Entrepreneurship for All Pitch Competition to be held Oct. 22 at
Berkshire Museum (see story on page 1). For information, contact
Deborah Gallant at deborah@eforall.org or visit eforall.org.

BT&C
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onderful opportunity to own a mixed-use building in the heart of town.
Formerly an art gallery, the retail space offers two large rooms, an office,
a kitchenette and bath. The adjoining living space consists of an open living/
dining room and kitchen, two bedrooms and one bath. Behind is a garage/barn
in some disrepair, but it offers much potential as a rebuild overlooking the Green
River. The retail space is also available for lease for $1,150 per month. $445,000
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Update

Berkshire Community College (BCC) will
undergo a comprehensive evaluation visit on Oct.
20-23 by a team representing the Commission
on Institutions of Higher Education of the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges, one
of seven accrediting commissions in the United
States that provide institutional accreditation on
a regional basis. Accreditation is voluntary and
applies to the institution as a whole. BCC has been
accredited by the Commission since 1964 and
was last reviewed in 2009. For the past year and
a half, BCC has been engaged in a process of selfstudy, addressing the Commission’s Standards for
Accreditation. An evaluation team will visit the
institution to gather evidence that the self-study
is thorough and accurate. The team will recommend to the Commission a continuing status for
the institution. Following a review process, the
Commission itself will take the final action. The
public is invited to submit comments regarding
the institution to: Public Comment on Berkshire
Community College, Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education New England Association
of Schools and Colleges, 3 Burlington Woods
Drive, Suite 100, Burlington, MA 01803-4514,
or by email to cibe@neasc.org. Public comments
must address substantive matters related to the
quality of the institution. Comments will not be
treated as confidential and must include the name,
address, and telephone number of the person
providing the comments. Public comments must
be received by Oct. 23.

85 CHURCH STREET • NORTH ADAMS, MA

We Appraise
Everything Real Estate

Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Business In Place • Subdivisions
Easements (Permanent & Temporary)
Hotels • Motels • Inns
STATE CERTIFIED APPRAISERS:
WAYNE WILKINSON.......... #75094
JEFF WILKINSON .............. #75383
MELISSA WILKINSON ..... #103744

413-662-2227
or online at:

www.wilkinsonappraisal.com

MassHire Berkshire Career Center, in collaboration with Elder Services of Berkshire
County and Age Friendly Berkshires, will host
their second annual 50 Plus Job Fair on Sept. 23
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Berkshire Athenaeum
in Pittsfield. The event will feature companies and
organizations that are age friendly or thinking
about developing a multi-generational workforce.
Ahead of the job fair, MassHire will offer three
special workshops geared toward older workers.
On Sept. 16 at 1 p.m. the Job Club will have the
topic of “50 Plus Job Fair Tips.” On Sept. 17 at 1
p.m. there will be a workshop on “Resume Tips for
50 Plus,” and on Sept. 18 at 10 a.m. a workshop on
“Interview Tips for 50 Plus.” All workshops and
events are free of charge and held at the Career
Center at 160 North St. in Pittsfield. For a complete
list of businesses and organizations participating
in the job fair, visit www.MassHireBerkshirecc.
com. Job seekers may register in advance online
or by calling 413-499-2220 ext. 110.
September is National Library Card Sign-up
Month and, to celebrate, local businesses are
offering special discounts and giveaways to library card-holders. The Berkshire Athenaeum,
Pittsfield’s public library, has joined forces with
Downtown Pittsfield Inc. to coordinate these
deals in 25 downtown businesses for the month
of September. Card-holders can stop by at the
following businesses during the month of September for exclusive deals: Berkshire Fitness
& Wellness Center, Berkshire General Store,
Berkshire Museum, Berkshire Paint & Sip,
Dory & Ginger, Dottie’s Coffee Lounge, Eat
on North, Flavours of Malaysia, The Funky
Phoenix, Garden Blossoms Florist, The Hair
Studio, Hancock Shaker Village, Hotel on
North, The Marketplace Cafe, Methuselah Bar
and Lounge, Mission Restaurant, The Outlet @
Pine Cone Hill, Patrick’s Pub, Radiance Yoga,
Rainbow Restaurant, RJ Stohr Diamonds &
Fine Jewelry, Steven Valenti’s Clothing, That’s
a Wrap, and Township Four. A complete list
of deals is available at downtownpittsfield.com.
Those who don’t have a library card can stop by
the Berkshire Athenaeum during normal business
hours with a photo ID and proof of current address
to sign up for a free card. For more information,
contact Downtown Pittsfield Inc. at 413-443-6501
or the Berkshire Athenaeum at 413-499-9480.
Salisbury Bank has made a $5,000 grant to
the Community Development Corporation of
South Berkshire (CDCSB), funding its work
building low-moderate income housing and creating jobs in the Berkshires. This grant will support
the organization by growing its general fund to
expand staff and further the nonprofit’s work
helping families and individuals in the southern
Berkshire region. “There continues to be a need for
affordable housing in our local communities, and
we are pleased to support the work of the CDCSB
and similar organizations who are taking steps to
meet that need,” said Rick Cantele, president and
CEO of Salisbury Bank.

Excuses provided
at no charge
Just in case you need an excuse to treat yourself
to something special, there’s
good news: we’ve got plenty
of them for you! In fact,
we have as many excuses
for you as we do pieces of
beautiful jewelry! So relax. Come see us. And
let us pamper you with something special made out
of gold, platinum, and sparkling gems. You don’t
even need an excuse!

The Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires
has announced a new partnership with Philanthropy Massachusetts (formerly Associated Grant
Makers). Founded in 1969, Philanthropy Massachusetts is a diverse membership association
of organizations and individuals with interests
in philanthropy. It bridges the nonprofit and
grant-making communities by giving access to
research and information to support nonprofit
fund development, providing professional development for nonprofit staff members, and giving nonprofit organization visibility among and
access to grant makers. The Nonprofit Center’s
125 member organizations will have access to
Philanthropy Massachusetts’ webinars at a discounted rate. “We want to continue to introduce
regional resources to Berkshire nonprofits,” said
Liana Toscanini, founder of the Nonprofit Center
of the Berkshires. “Philanthropy Massachusetts
has terrific resources and tools and several unique
programs such as “Meet the Donor” that would
be great additions to our offerings.” To explore
Philanthropy Massachusetts resources online,
visit www.philanthropyma.org. For more information and to register for upcoming Philanthropy
Massachusetts webinars, visit npcberkshires.org.
Barrington Stage Company (BSC) in Pittsfield is the recipient of a $90,000 grant from the
Shubert Foundation in support of BSC’s 2019
season, which runs through October. “The Shubert
Foundation’s support is vital to the success of
Barrington Stage,” said Artistic Director Julianne
Boyd. “We are honored to be receiving this grant
and are thrilled that the Shubert Foundation has
recognized the work we do.” Since the establishment of The Shubert Foundation grants program
in 1977, over $474 million has been awarded to
not-for-profit arts organizations throughout the
United States.
Berkshire Bank was recently named among
the winners of the 2019 North American Employee
Engagement Awards, which honor organizations
that put workforce engagement at the heart of
their business strategy. Berkshire Bank was recognized for its social responsibility performance
including its approach to engaging employees in
the community through its XTEAM volunteer
program. “What began as an innovative way to
empower and engage all employees to volunteer
in our communities has become a defining aspect
of our company, culture and business strategy,”
said Gary Levante, senior vice president, corporate responsibility. “As we look to ‘Be FIRST’ in
everything that we do, our XTEAM allows us to
put our values of Belonging, Focusing, Inclusion,
Respect, Service, and Teamwork into action as a
collective force for good creating a measurable
impact on our business and in the lives of our
customers and communities.”
The Imaging Department at Southwestern
Vermont Medical Center (SVMC), part of
Southwestern Vermont Health Care (SVHC),
has been awarded a three-year term of accreditation in ultrasound as the result of a recent review
by the American College of Radiology (ACR).
The ACR gold seal of accreditation represents the
highest level of image quality and patient safety. It
is awarded only to facilities meeting ACR Practice
Parameters and Technical Standards after a peerreview evaluation by board-certified physicians
and medical physicists who are experts in the field.
Image quality, personnel qualifications, adequacy
of facility equipment, quality control procedures
and quality assurance programs are assessed. The
findings are reported to the ACR Committee on
Accreditation, which subsequently provides the
practice with a comprehensive report that can be
used for continuous practice improvement.
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Downtown Pittsfield Inc. is holding a photo
challenge to find the photo that best captures why
downtown Pittsfield is the “Heart of the Berkshires.”
Entrants are encouraged to submit photos that
showcase the beauty and personality of downtown.
Creativity is encouraged. The first-place winner,
as determined by a panel of local judges, will have
their photo featured in Pittsfield’s 2020 Downtown
Guide and a Downtown Pittsfield Inc. social
marketing campaign. The first- and second-place
winners will take home a prize package donated
by local downtown businesses. In addition, select
entries will be exhibited at Downtown Pittsfield
Inc.’s office at 33 Dunham Mall in 2020 during
First Fridays Artswalk. Photo submissions will
be accepted through Nov. 5, and winners will be
notified by Dec. 6. One image submission will be
accepted per person, and the image must be taken in
downtown Pittsfield. Full contest rules and entry information can be found at downtownpittsfield.com.
Wild Oats Market, a cooperatively owned
natural foods grocery store, bakery and cafe in
Williamstown, has kicked off its third annual Co-op
Cash for Class program designed to raise money for
local schools. To participate in the program, schools
must register at www.wildoats.coop/cashforclass.
They can then download a customizable flyer to
share with parents and students encouraging them
to enroll. Parents can participate by registering at
www.wildoats.coop/cashforclass and designating
up to two schools, which will earn points each
time they shop at Wild Oats. “This program has
been a great way for us to honor our commitment
to education and to give back to the community at
the same time,” said Wild Oats General Manager
David Durfee. “We hope that it continues to grow
and that schools and families look forward to participating each year.” The money will be distributed
at the end of the program, which runs through
May 1, 2020, and will be based on the number of
points accrued by participating families. The funds
can be used to support the arts, sports programs,
technology – in any way the participating schools
see fit. During the first two years, Wild Oats has
distributed $1,250 to area schools.
Fairview Commons has been recognized as
a 2019 recipient of the Bronze Commitment to
Quality Award by the American Health Care Association and National Center for Assisted Living
(AHCA/NCAL) for its commitment to improving
the lives of residents through quality care. The
distinction is the first of three progressive award
levels – Bronze, Silver, and Gold – through the
AHCA/NCAL National Quality Award Program.
Providers begin the quality improvement process
at the Bronze level, where they develop an organizational profile with essential performance
elements such as vision, mission statement, and
key strengths and challenges. Bronze applicants
must also demonstrate their ability to implement
a performance improvement system. Trained
examiners review each Bronze application to
determine if the center has met the demands of
the criteria. As a recipient of the Bronze Commitment to Quality Award, Fairview Commons
may now move forward in developing approaches
and achieving performance levels that meet the
Silver Achievement in Quality Award criteria.
“We are proud to have received the Bronze Award
and we’re pleased that an independent panel of
examiners saw the high value we place on quality
care and service excellence,” said Elisabeth Woolf,
administrator at Fairview Commons, which is
an affiliate of Berkshire Healthcare. “Our focus
at Fairview Commons is always on people. We
want to continue to evolve our quality care and
service to even greater heights.” The awards
will be presented during AHCA/NCAL’s 70th
Convention & Expo in Orlando, Fla., Oct. 13-16.

BEFORE THE SNOW FALLS,
CALL ENERGETIC…
Let us help you manage
your snow and ice
removal this winter
WE’RE THE PROFESSIONALS…the only company in the Berkshires
with a nationally certified snow professional on staff.
Safety conscious, informed & professional…that’s what you get
when you hire ENERGETIC.
Offering per event or seasonal contracts to take the guess work out of your budgeting process.
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news & notes from the region
Berkshire Medical Center received the
Defect-free Care Award and three additional
Stroke Care honors from the Paul Coverdell National Acute Stroke Program at the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health (DPH). Defect-free
care is achieved when a patient receives the appropriate care based on clinical guidelines. “Our
Stroke Care Team at Berkshire Medical Center is
proud that our hard work and passion for providing great care was recognized by these prestigious
awards from the DPH’s Paul Coverdell Acute
Stroke Program,” said Dr. Gray Ellrodt, chair of
medicine and chief quality officer.
SolarFlair Energy has been selected as the
solar photovoltaic (PV) and electricity storage
(battery) installer for the North Adams and Williamstown Solarize Mass Plus campaign. The
program, offered jointly by the Massachusetts
Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) and Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources
(DOER), enlists local volunteers to promote
the adoption of renewable technologies by vetting installers and ensuring competitive pricing
through aggregate sales. The program is open
to all property owners in both municipalities.
North Adams is participating in Solarize Mass
for the first time; this the second round for Williamstown. In 2013, nearly 80 Williamstown
residents installed solar PV systems with a
combined capacity of over 400 kilowatts. This
year’s Solarize Mass Plus campaign adds a battery
storage option. Financing opportunities include
the MassCEC’s Mass Solar Loan Program and
the MassSave Heat Loan. The Mass Solar Loan
Program offers low-interest rates and up to 30
percent of the cost of PV systems for incomeeligible households. In addition to direct purchase,
PV systems can also be leased or financed with
a power-purchase arrangement. The MassSave
Heat Loan offers zero-interest financing for
eligible solar hot water systems. The installer
selection process was conducted by a team of local
volunteers and municipal representatives, with
support from MassCEC and a technical consulting
firm. Selection criteria included customer service
and warranties, installer experience and capacity,
product and systems quality, and pricing. To learn
more, email SolarizeNorthAdams@gmail.com
or SolarizePlus@williamstownma.gov, or visit
www.facebook.com/SolarizeMassNB.
The Town of Lenox has achieved an official
Cultural District designation from the Massachusetts Cultural Council. The designation
formally recognizes towns and cities that have
thriving arts, humanities and science institutions. It supports initiatives to enhance visitor
and resident experiences and better capitalize on
these resources. Lenox marked the designation
with a reception on Sept. 9. Cultural districts
are walkable, compact areas centered on existing amenities, but the benefits of designation
extend beyond the formal downtown borders
to include the surrounding area. To qualify, a
proposed cultural district must undergo an asset
inventory process, involving members of the
community in mapping the proposed borders
and determining priorities for programming
and promotion that the district’s steering committee will undertake. Lenox becomes the 46th
Cultural District in the state, joining four others
in Berkshire County (Pittsfield, Williamstown,
North Adams, and Great Barrington). “This
designation is a real opportunity,” said Lenox
Chamber of Commerce Director Jennifer Nacht.
“The Chamber is pleased to be sharing leadership
on an initiative that will leverage the great work
of our world-renowned cultural venues, and at
the same time have a positive impact on retailers,
restaurants and galleries throughout Lenox.”
$PSQPSBUF&WFOUT5SBEF4IPXT
&YQPTJUJPOT1SPEVDU4IPXDBTFT

Residents of the northern Berkshires who are
experiencing joint pain or a sports injury now
have convenient access to a new specialist. Ivette
Guttmann, MD, a sports medicine specialist,
is now seeing patients at Northern Berkshire
Orthopedics in Williamstown. She also sees
patients at Southwestern Vermont Medical
Center (SVMC) Orthopedics in Bennington, Vt.,
and Twin Rivers Medical in Hoosick Falls, N.Y.
SVMC and Northern Berkshire Orthopedics have
been partners in providing orthopedic services
since early 2018. “The partnership between SVMC
and Northern Berkshire Orthopedics is a great
way to provide patients with convenient access to
our specialists,” Guttmann noted. “It’s a pleasure
to be working in Williamstown and helping to
provide patients with the care they need closer
to where they live.” Guttmann is board certified
by the American Board of Pediatrics and holds an
American Board of Family Medicine Certificate
of Added Qualifications in Sports Medicine. She
joins board-certified and fellowship-trained surgeon Suk Namkoong, MD, at the Williamstown
practice. Paul Donovan, DO; Kendra Isbell, PA;
Katherine Kelleher, FNP; Jessica Moses, FNP;
Samuel Smith Jr., PA; and Amy Wheaton, PA,
round out the team providing care at Northern
Berkshire Orthopedics.
For the second consecutive year, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts (MCLA) has been
ranked a Top Ten College by U.S. News and World
Report. MCLA ranks as No. 7 on the organization’s list of top public colleges and also appears
on its list of Top National Liberal Arts Colleges.
This is the highest U.S. News ranking earned by
MCLA, which has appeared on the list of top
public colleges for seven of the last nine years.
MCLA also appears on a new U.S. News list: Top
Performers on Social Mobility. This list measures
how well schools graduate students who receive
federal Pell Grants, which are typically awarded to
students whose families make less than $50,000.
In order to help to provide clean new socks for
the homeless, the Big Y supermarket chain will be
collecting socks in all of their pharmacy locations
through Oct. 2. As part of their Sock-tember drive,
they are encouraging customers to donate new,
in-package socks for the homeless in the local
community. In addition, Big Y will donate a pair
of socks to a local shelter for every flu shot given
in any of their 33 pharmacies during the “Socktember” program. Flu shot details can be found
at www.bigy.com. Socks are also available for
purchase in Big Y stores, so customers who aren’t
getting flu shots could add to the donations. Last
year over 6,000 pairs of socks were distributed
to the homeless through the program.

Berkshire Bank has launched its new Friends
& Family Fund powered by The Runway Project
aimed at helping entrepreneurs of color access
the seed capital necessary to fund their dreams
and spur economic growth in underserved communities. The fund is one of the first offerings
under the bank’s new Be First social impact initiative. The Friends & Family Fund is designed to
bridge the gap in access to capital by providing
early-stage loans to seed bold ideas and invest in
promising new minority-owned businesses. The
fund is fueled by a specialty certificate of deposit
that provides a safe, NCUA and FDIC insured
and certified, market-rate return on investment
while providing liquidity for the loans. Loan
applications will be reviewed through a community-based underwriting process designed to
eliminate historical barriers like an over reliance
on credit scores, personal collateral, or historical tax and financial reporting as an indicator of
futures success. “Our strategy at Berkshire Bank
is to be a bank of and for the community,” said
Richard Marotta, CEO of Berkshire Bank. “We
recognize that all too often banks have been seen
as an obstacle rather than a partner – we want to
change that. Our new Friends & Family Fund will
serve as a model of how banks can expand access
to capital in communities that have traditionally
been boxed out of the investments needed to help
spark economic growth.”◆

www.LimelightProductions.com

Contact: ALNASCO
413 448 8287 • office@ALNASCO.COM

WWW.ALNASCO.COM

413-499-0607 1 Fenn Street
800-207-1926 Pittsfield, MA

compuworks.biz

FINISH YOUR DEGREE,
ONCE AND FOR ALL

“After GCC, I was eager to finish my
undergraduate degree but didn’t want to do
it online. I found MCLA’s one-night-a-week
degree completion program and was able to
complete my degree in just two years.”
—BRAD SHULDA, GREENFIELD, MA
GREENFIELD COMMUNITY COLLEGE CLASS OF 2016, MCLA CLASS OF 2019

DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAMS
AT MCLA-PITTSFIELD
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies
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1-413-243-4950

A well-maintained property owned
and operated by the Nash family for over
60 years. We keep our tenants happy!

Expect more.

Temporary power without the noise
or nuisance - for special events, working in
noise-sensitive environments,
film/video locations.

1MFBTBOU4USFFU -FF ."

Newly renovated, great light,
height, brick, maple floors.
The 2,400 sq. ft. and 1,100 sq. ft.
spaces can be combined.
Will build out to suit if desired.

Your business is too small
to do IT right. Right?
Wrong.

MovieQuiet Generators

Limelight Productions, Inc

PITTSFIELD
MILL BUILDING
OFFICE SPACE

Areas of study:
• Children, Families and Society
• Health and Human Services
• Leadership and Business

66 ALLEN STREET, PITTSFIELD, MA 413 662 5409
MCLA.EDU/DEGREECOMPLETION
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BT&C Suicide prevention is everyone’s business
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commentary

Support for nonprofit sector serves us all
BY LIANA TOSCANINI
Depending on your point of view, we
either have a scary or healthy number of
nonprofits in Berkshire County – over
1,000 if you include all the churches, fire
departments, teachers’ unions, international aid organizations, arts and cultural
organizations, and civic and social groups.
Each of these nonprofits has dedicated
founders, volunteers and staff, and each
manages to forge ahead fulfilling its own
mission to improve life in our community
despite limited resources.
Sure, the competition for funding is
intense. But resources have always been
limited for nonprofits. That’s practically
the definition of nonprofit, and certainly
the daily reality for many.
If you’re a local business, you’re experiencing limited resources too! It’s called
“donor fatigue.” Requests for funding far
outpace available dollars no matter how
philanthropic you’d like to be. Processing
the multitude of requests from many great
organizations isn’t easy and has probably
developed into what seems like a full-time
job for someone in your organization. It’s
hard to turn people away, and it can all
seem utterly unsustainable.

Significant part of economy

While corporate (and individual) donor
fatigue is of real concern, it’s important
to continue to invest in our vital nonprofit sector. It is a huge economic engine,
employing a significant chunk of our local
workforce. In fact, according to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, Berkshire County has
one of the highest rates of nonprofit employment in the U.S. And, as we’ve seen
since the economic downturn of 2008, it’s
a resilient sector too.
What’s more, over the past decade, nonprofit job growth outpaced for-profit job
growth by 3-to-1 in the U.S., as reported
by Johns Hopkins Center for Civil Society
Studies.
At Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires
(NPC), we believe our community has
what it takes to support a large nonprofit
sector, and that there are unleveraged assets in Berkshire County. Our mission is to
connect nonprofits to those resources.
Our local legislators are well aware of
the vitality and importance of nonprofits and they work hard to advocate for

Liana Toscanini is
founder and executive
director of the Nonprofit Center of the
Berkshires. She can
be reached at liana@
npcberkshires.org.

funding. Berkshire media outlets do an
percent last year to $32.15, making it the
admirable job covering nonprofit life and
highest among the 50 states.
events. Local businesses are extremely
generous, investing private capital to effect
Making it easier to give back
social change.
We may have an extraordinary number
Corporate earnings have increased
of nonprofit organizations, but we also
under the new tax laws, so corporate
have a lot of people who want to help. The
consultants, and our community is richer
Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires facilisponsorships and grants may even fuel
for it. This work is time-consuming but
tates connections between nonprofits and
nonprofit program growth. Many longtime
critical to planning programs that steward
potential volunteers and donors through its
second homeowners are feeling the
the best use of our existing resources.
annual Giving Back
desire to become more
Anything that strengthens guide, a free pubinvolved and supportTapping more regional resources
lication distributed
ive of their Berkshire
In other positive developments, many
nonprofit organizations
throughout the comneighbors. And retirregional resources have sought out the
ees, some of whom helps make our community munity. The majority
Nonprofit Center as a vehicle for connecof organizations are
are choosing the Berktion to the Berkshire nonprofit community.
a better place for all.
small and rely heavily
shires over Florida,
The Massachusetts Nonprofit Network,
on individuals for a good portion of their
are looking for community engagement
our statewide advocacy association based
revenue. These small nonprofits also tend to
opportunities. We are sitting on a wealth
in Boston, now makes annual visits to the
fly under the radar, so increasing awareness
of skilled volunteers and potential donors
Berkshires.
of their missions is key to their success.
waiting to be connected to those nonprofits
On Sept. 25, the NPC will host the MasThe fourth edition of Giving Back comes
that can creatively find and engage those
sachusetts Service Alliance, which offers
out in early November and can be found in
folks.
trainings and technical assistance to help orcoffee shops, banks, libraries, shops and onganizations more effectively and efficiently
Identifying resources
line at npcberkshires.org. In it, individuals
engage volunteers (go to npcberkshires.org
The NPC, itself a small nonprofit,
will find a directory of over 1,000 nonproffor more information). The Nonprofit Censupports other nonprofits by connecting
its by category of interest (Arts & Culture,
ter recently entered into a partnership with
them to resources such as educational
Education, Environment, etc.), as well as
Philanthropy Massachusetts (formerly Asworkshops, consultants, publications and
full-page profiles on over 100 nonprofits.
sociated Grant Makers) to provide webinars
networking vehicles. Founded in 2016, the
Within those profiles are descriptions of
at discounted rates to NPC members.
NPC is a support and capacity-building
mission and program, fast facts, a list of
By partnering with individuals, busiorganization helping nonprofits connect,
ways to help, and contact information.
nesses and foundations, and focusing on
learn and grow.
The guide is used by individuals, giving
capacity building, skills-based volunIn our trifurcated county, with no
circles, camps, schools, and agencies to
teerism and network creation, we have
regional government and thousands of
assist with giving decisions, community
built an enormous amount of human and
nonprofits, this is a challenging job. With
service projects, job placement and volintellectual capital. We’ll harness those
hard work, persistence and the help of
unteerism. One enterprising church even
relationships to explore more complex somany businesses that support the idea of
used it to attract candidates to an open
lutions going forward, including resource
strengthening the sector, the Nonprofit
pastor position!
sharing, more formal collaborations and
Center is making inroads in identifying
The NPC’s value is in connecting nonearned income streams.
more resources for nonprofits and building
profits to those who can and want to help.
Anything that strengthens nonprofit
an infrastructure of support for this imporLocal experts serve as educators, guest
organizations helps make our community a
tant sector of our economy.
columnists, service providers and pro bono
better place for all.◆
The NPC has recently teamed up with
Age Friendly Berkshires, Berkshire United
Way and OLLI to launch a volunteer fair
in on Nov. 15 at Saint James Place in
If you’ve recently lost a loved one, you’re learning that in addition to the
Great Barrington. For each of our oremotional trauma, the loss can create a bunch of tax headaches as well.
ganizations, volunteerism is core to our
mission and operations. We’re excited to
I can guide you with integrity, patience and compassion through the
engage volunteers to help nonprofits, and
potentially complex federal and state tax filing responsibilities.
we know that some of those volunteers
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
will also become donors.
In a newly released Independent Sector
analysis, the value of an hour of a volC E R T I F I E D P U B L I C A C C O U N TA N T
unteer’s time in Massachusetts rose 3.1

Are You a Newly Appointed Executor/Personal Representative?

Phone: 413-464-7068 • Email: karen@kmk-cpa.com • Website: www.kmk-cpa.com
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TOURISTS WELCOME:

BY JOHN TOWNES
As it enters its second fall foliage season,
the eclectic hotel and riverside retreat known
simply at TOURISTS continues to make its
mark as a popular new part of the northern
Berkshire hospitality scene.
The appeal of its concept and success of
its implementation since opening in July
2018 have helped bring thousands of new
visitors to the region. In recognition of this,
TOURISTS has been selected to receive the
“2019 Putting the Berkshires on the Map”
award, presented by the 1Berkshire regional
economic development organization.
Although it is still new, TOURISTS was
selected for bringing high-profile publicity
and new visitors to the Berkshires. Since
opening just over a year ago, it has been featured in many articles in the national media,
including the New York Times, Vanity Fair,
Vogue and other prominent publications.
“In the past 18 months, no property has
garnered as much press or shone a light
on the Berkshires more consistently than
TOURISTS,” said Jonathan Butler, CEO
of 1Berkshire in a statement announcing
the award.
“With over $15 million in private investment, this project has assembled and reimagined a diverse collection of properties
that illuminate the deep and complex history
of North Adams,” he continued. “They’ve
developed relationships and opportunities

OCTOBER 2019

Innovative North Adams hospitality
venue quickly makes name for itself

The main lodging section of TOURISTS is shown above in drone photography by Peter Crosby. The innovative
North Adams hospitality venue is the work of partners (left to right) Ben Svenson, John Stirratt, Scott Stedman and Eric Kerns, shown here by a suspension bridge crossing the Hoosic River that was built as one of
property’s amenities and attractions (photo by Joe Tomcho). On Sept. 26 TOURISTS will be presented with
the 2019 Putting the Berkshires on the Map award at 1Berkshire’s annual Celebrate the Berkshires event.
with new investors to the region and created
an incredible experience for guests.”
The award will be presented Sept. 26 at
the annual Celebrate the Berkshires event,
which also showcases other individuals and
businesses who have made a significant
contribution to the region and its economy.
Sponsored by 1Berkshire, the event will be
held this year at Jiminy Peak in Hancock (for
information, visit 1Berkshire.com).

The rapid rise to prominence of TOURISTS
(www.touristswelcome.com) is the result of
several factors, including its physical transformation of the former Redwood Motel, a
small 1950s-era lodging facility that had seen
better days, into a 48-room destination resort.
The partners also acquired nearby properties
to create a site that encompasses 70 acres and
numerous buildings extending north from
Route 2 and across the Hoosic River.

“We got lucky,” said Ben Svenson, one of
the founding partners. “We initially didn’t
have a plan to grow the site beyond the
core motel. But people came forward with
opportunities to add other properties at good
prices, and it evolved into something much
larger and more ambitious. It blew all of
our original expectations out the window.”
However, it wasn’t just luck. The unique
design and sensibility of TOURISTS has also
drawn attention, as a mix of nostalgic and
rustic qualities with contemporary elements
and an individualistic edge.
This was the cumulative result of extensive
research, creative innovation and attention to
detail, according to the principals.
Rather than simply building a chain motel
or other type of facility that could be anywhere, the partners incorporated the specific
qualities of North Adams and the northern
Berkshires, including its industrial heritage,
natural surroundings, cultural activities and
its nostalgic association with the Mohawk
Trail and early 20th century motor tourism.
“We were determined to create something
that is responsive to its setting and specific to
North Adams and the Berkshires,” said Eric
Kerns, another principal of TOURISTS. “We
immersed ourselves in that, and I believe
people are responding to the honesty and
depth of what we’ve built.”
Kerns and Svenson said that TOURISTS
has sold approximately 9,300 room nights
during its first 13 months of operation. “If you
factor in that most people come in couples
or family groups, that’s more than 18,000
people who have stayed here,” said Svenson.

Project’s origins

Svenson is also a managing partner at
Broder Development, a family-owned firm
based in Boston that invests in, develops
and manages commercial, residential and
hospitality properties.
He said he discovered North Adams several
years ago during a visit when he stayed at
The Porches, an inn adjacent to Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (MASS
MoCA) that also combines the heritage of
North Adams with a contemporary sensibility.
“I had a great experience at Porches and
North Adams, and it stayed in my mind,”
he said.
Another original partner is John Stirratt,
the bassist with the band Wilco, which hosts
the semi-annual Solid Sound Festival at
MASS MoCA.
“As a musician, John travels a lot and
stays at many hotels,” said Svenson. “He
has a strong interest in – and many ideas
about – the hospitality business. He is very
astute at picking apart the hotel experience
for what works and what doesn’t.”
The idea gelled when Svenson met Scott
Stedman, who has a background in media,
and was a co-founder of Brooklyn Magazine.
“We all decided that it would be interesting
to start a hospitality business that reflected
our ideas,” said Svenson. “North Adams was
at the top of our list.”
Kerns, who is co-founder of Bright Ideas
Brewing at the MASS MoCA campus, also
subsequently joined the partnership. An-
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Left: Interior view of one of the “Gallery” rooms at TOURISTS, which are among the smaller of the inn’s 48 rooms and suites. Right: The inn’s Lodge offers a cozy space for dining and relaxing. (Photos by Nicole Franzen)
other original partner was Cortney Burns,
sign are oriented to the north, which includes
a prominent chef from California, but she
wooded land, trails and a newly constructed
recently left to pursue other activities.
footbridge over the river.
During their search for a site, they disThey describe the site as a “trail head’
covered the Redwood Motel at 915 State
because of its proximity and connections to
Rd. (Route 2), just across from the Stop
Mount Greylock and the Appalachian Trail.
& Shop supermarket. They purchased it in
TOURISTS incorporates early 20th centu2015 and spent the ensuing years developing
ry tourism in a variety of ways. For example,
the concept and preparing for construction.
its promotional materials and website feature
The project was financed by a combinahand-tinted postcards of the Mohawk Trail
tion of private investment and a loan from
and other local attractions from that era.
MountainOne Bank.
At the same time, they integrated that with
While all of the partners are involved
more contemporary aspects of the region,
in the venture, Kerns, who lives in North
including the area’s increasing cultural oriAdams, and Svenson, who has moved to
entation and the presence of MASS MoCA,
Williamstown, have
the Clark Art Institute
“We wanted to create a
been most active on a
and other nearby atregular basis.
reason for people to come tractions.
They took down
“We spent a lot of
here, with a setting and
the original motel and
time thinking about the
activities that would be a
constructed an all-new
modern Berkshires and
complex of buildings
looking at what appeals
draw on their own.”
for guest rooms and
to the new generation
other functions. An adjacent house that had
of travelers,” said Kerns.
served as owners’ quarters was adapted for
He said that many people are looking for
the new inn’s lobby and lodge, with a large
a return to more authentic and place-based
fireplace and space for relaxing and dining.
accommodations and experiences.
They have also integrated a nearby 1830s
“The hotel and motel industry has become
farmhouse, which at one time was a tourist
increasingly homogenized,” said Kerns. “A
guest house called Airport Rooms. They have
room in a chain hotel in Des Moines is often
converted that into a restaurant and lounge,
the same as a room anywhere else. Many
also called Airport Rooms. They are using
people are looking for an alternative to that.
the original sign for that business.
People respond to the level of customization
The overall name of TOURISTS was also
that we have.“
inspired by that sign, which has that word
The partners also envisioned TOURISTS
in bright letters.
to be a destination in itself. They compared it
There have been numerous other additions
to resorts in places like the Catskills.
to and enhancements of the property, such
“We didn’t just want to offer a bed and a
as a large new swimming pool.
passive place to stay,” said Kerns. “Instead,
Prices vary depending on seasonal facwe wanted to create a reason for people to
tors and specific accommodations. Kerns
come here, with a setting and activities that
and Svenson said the basic range is around
would be a draw on their own. We see a model
$200 in the off-season, and $300 during
for this as the old resorts where people bring
peak periods.
their families every year.”
In that sense, Kerns said they consider their
Region’s tourism roots
competition to be other resort regions and
While TOURISTS is often described as
places like Marfa, Texas, an isolated town in
innovative, Kerns and Svenson said that
the desert that has become an unlikely center
they have simply returned to the roots of
for contemporary art.
Berkshire tourism in a contemporary form.
While many guests are already familiar
Among their basic goals for TOURISTS
with the Berkshires, others are not and come
was to create an experience that is honestly
specifically to stay at TOURISTS.
rooted in local history and contemporary
“The real goal is to get people to stay in
life here.
this area,” said Kerns. “Ideally, people who
Referring to the Putting the Berkshires
come for TOURISTS will also discover all
on the Map award, Kerns said the honor is
that the Berkshires have to offer and become
appreciated, but the phrase is not exactly acregular visitors.”
curate. “What we’ve done is not really new,”
He added that they also want to draw visihe noted. “All we’ve really done is to shine
tors who might otherwise stay in southern
a new light on the things that have always
Berkshire County and only travel to the
put the Berkshires on the map. We’ve simply
northern Berkshires for day visits.
tried to pull together the good stuff that has
“Studies show that people who stay in an
been here all along.”
area overnight spend seven times as much
Nevertheless, achieving that has involved
in the community as those who come and go
complex research and planning.
in one day,” he said. “So, having guests here
“Eric and I are both nerds about the tourist
will stimulate the local economy.”
industry of many years ago,” said Svenson.
“When planning this we started with a basic
Thoughtful design
question: Why were people coming here to
Combining all of these goals and identities
visit in 1908? One basic attraction was the
is a challenge.
natural environment and scenic beauty. That
“One thing we did not want to do is folstill exists today.”
low the trend of taking an old hotel or motel
While it is located in a busy mixed residenand capitalize on nostalgia in a deliberately
tial and commercial area, TOURISTS places
kitschy way,” said Kerns.
They brought in a corps of designers and
an emphasis on that natural aspect of the
others to create a distinctive look. It includes
Berkshires’ appeal. Rooms and the overall de-

features and furnishings that integrate minimalism, bucolic elements and basic comfort.
Some of the spaces have the feel of an oldfashioned rustic lodge, and others could be
described as post-modern interpretations of
traditionalism.
Its overall design incorporates elements
such as unfinished wood, eclectic furniture,
and eccentric and offbeat surprises.
There is also unusual art such as an
outdoors “chime chapel” that is a playable
sculpture on the grounds.
The process has included careful deliberation over every detail, according to Kerns
and Svenson.
“We made a list of everything that should
be in a hotel room, and then carefully considered what was justified and what was
not,” said Kerns. “For example, we had long
conversations about the details of closets.”
Other immediate plans for the property
include converting the former Our Lady of
Incarnation Church on Massachusetts Avenue

into a facility for weddings, conferences and
other events.
Beyond that, the partners say TOURISTS
will continually be a work-in-progress that
evolves and changes over time. There are
still buildings and sites on the property that
are presently unused.
“We have a lot of ideas of what we want
to do,” said Svenson. “Eric and I are both interested in the idea of iterative improvement,
which means we’ll continue to experiment
and try new things.”
Both men said they feel a great sense of
satisfaction in their project, although they
rarely have time to appreciate what TOURISTS has accomplished. “We tend to get lost
in the details and what has to be done,” said
Kerns. “It’s easy to forget that people are
also here having a great time.”
Svenson noted that, despite the complexities and businesslike strategizing, its purpose
boils down to a simple idea. “I think of this
place as a smile factory,” he said.◆
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“With its focus on the untapped potential
of every resident, EforAll takes a uniquely inclusive approach to economic development,”
added Peter Taylor, president of Berkshire
Taconic Community Foundation, in his remarks at the press conference. “Women and
minorities, immigrants and those previously
unemployed are the faces of this program.
Today, we say to all aspiring entrepreneurs
that your community is behind you.”
In subsequent interviews with BERKSHIRE
TRADE & COMMERCE, Parker and Taylor discussed the program’s origins and evolution,
and the process by which it came to the attention of local leaders as a means of promoting
economic vitality through entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurship for All
continued from page 1
As in these other regions, EforAll Berkshire
County will hold community-centered pitch
contests on a regular basis that connect budding entrepreneurs with business leaders to
share ideas, receive feedback and compete
for funding.
It will recruit participants for an intensive
12-week accelerator program, held twice a
year, that will provide aspiring entrepreneurs
with instruction on building a company from
the ground up and a chance to win seed
money for their startup, along with a full
year of support from a team of mentors and
other local experts.
EforAll Berkshire County will be administered locally by Deborah Gallant, who
has been hired as executive director, and
a program manager yet to be named. They
will receive ongoing support from staff at the
organization’s Lowell headquarters.
In addition, local business and community leaders will participate in the process
as experts, judges, mentors and advisory
board members.
The advent of EforAll Berkshire County
was announced at an Aug. 21 press conference held by local officials, community
leaders and other stakeholders who played a
role in bringing the organization to the region.
Central to those efforts was the roughly $1
million collectively committed by several
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Working to make a difference

Entrepreneurship for All CEO David Parker (second from right) joins local leaders and officials at the Aug.
21 announcement that Berkshire County has become the latest community to adopt the organization’s
model for accelerating the growth of entrepreneurship. Included are (from left): Jonathan Butler, CEO of
1Berkshire; Jay Anderson, board president, Pittsfield Economic Revitalization Corp.; Pittsfield Mayor Linda
Tyer; and Peter Taylor, president of Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation. (Photo by Darryl Gangloff)
foundations, institutions and organizations
to fund EforAll’s operations here for the
first three years.
Among these are Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation, the City of Pittsfield,
Pittsfield Economic Revitalization Corporation (PERC), Greylock Federal Credit
Union, Mill Town Capital, 1Berkshire, the
Feigenbaum Foundation, Berkshire Bank
Foundation, and others.
“EforAll Berkshire County is the culmina-

tion of a great partnership between a committed and diverse group of leaders in the
Pittsfield area and EforAll,” said Parker in
remarks prepared for the Aug. 21 announcement. “Over the past six months, we’ve
devoted many hours of work toward making
sure EforAll’s program is the right fit for the
community. We’re thrilled to be in Berkshire
County, and we’re highly confident we will
help many local residents successfully launch
their business and nonprofit ideas.”

Parker explained that his involvement in
EforAll dates back to its founding in 2010 as
the Merrimack Valley Sandbox. At that time
he had just spent the prior 15 years founding
and working on a series of entrepreneurial
ventures including Viaweb, SoundBite Communications and TripAdvisor.
“I had done six startups in a row,” he recalled. “I wanted to stay in entrepreneurship
but wanted to work in a way to make the
world a better place, and make a difference
on a social level.”
With that goal in mind, Parker and others
launched Merrimack Valley Sandbox as a
public-private project focused on building a
community-based entrepreneurial ecosystem
in the economically disadvantaged cities of
Lowell and Lawrence. “In 2010 and 2011 we
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conducted research on what entrepreneurship
meant to people living in these cities,” he said.
“We did a bunch of pitch contests, and, based
on the success of those, we said, ‘Let’s go for
it and start our own accelerator program.’”
Among other outcomes, this led to the
launch in 2013 of the nation’s first Spanishlanguage accelerator program, reflecting the
high concentration of Spanish-speaking residents in those two cities. “It had to be tailored
to the needs of the people we were working
with in those communities,” Parker noted.
In 2013 the organization became a registered 501c3 nonprofit and changed its name
to Entrepreneurship for All to better reflect
its mission of accelerating economic and social impact through entrepreneurship. These
changes also set the stage for expansion of
its work into other communities over the
next few years.
“Our success in Lowell and Lawrence led
us to wonder whether this model would work
in other communities,” said Parker. “So, we
built up our organization and staffing with
that in mind: to replicate our program in
other communities that were ready to support – and benefit from – an acceleration of
entrepreneurial growth.”
This led to the launch of EforAll programs
in Fall River and New Bedford in 2015, Lynn
in 2016, and Cape Cod and Holyoke in 2018.
This expansion has been made possible
by continued and broadening support from
private and corporate philanthropic interests
to fund most of the roughly $3 million annual
operating budget of EforAll’s headquarters
and staff. Additional financial support comes
directly from the communities in which
EforAll operates its programs.
Parker noted, however, that none of
EforAll’s funding comes from the aspiring
entrepreneurs in its programs. “All of our
programs are free to those participating in
them,” he said. “We are serving folks in our
communities who are classically underrepresented, and we charge no fees for this.”
This2019
basic
model underscores
the imporAUG
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Over the past year or so, this ad hoc
coincided with the continued growth and
tance of buy-in for the communities in which
group had been taking stock of the county’s
expansion of EforAll into new communities.
EforAll operates – on both philosophical and
existing resources and support system for
“As we were looking at gaps and identifinancial levels. “The funds raised locally for
promoting entrepreneurship. “We looked
fied [support for emerging entrepreneurs] as
each of our programs are a vital part of this
at the landscape of
a need, EforAll was becoming more visible
process,” Parker said.
“The Berkshire County
capital availability,
in the state,” said Taylor. “It was a nice conUsing the new
and looked at what
vergence of what they were doing and what
Berkshire County profolks elevated it to a new
was already available
we were looking for in this community.”
gram as an illustration,
level of involvement.”
in business and techniParker added that, from EforAll’s perspeche noted that the rough
cal support services and where there were
tive, the research and analysis done by this
annual operating budget of $300,000 comes
gaps,” said Taylor.
group of Berkshire interests provided a solid
exclusively from funds committed at the local
This process was facilitated by an in-depth
base on which to begin building a relationship
level. Of this, about half goes toward local
analysis conducted by a consulting firm that
with his organization.
staff compensation, while the other half covpointed to a need for more tangible support
“This group of leaders had already taken
ers cash grants and awards to entrepreneurs,
for emerging entrepreneurs and enhanced
the initiative to look at what Berkshire County
support services provided by headquarters
availability of resources for underserved
needs to prosper going forward,” he said.
staff, and other sundry expenses related to
communities.
“They took the step of hiring a consultant
local operations.
“We used this to inform our own further
to inform and guide them in this process,
Philosophical alignment
analysis, and to guide us in taking action on
and then committed themselves to act on the
While local funding is essential for bringthese recommendations,” said Taylor.
recommendations that they heard.”
ing EforAll to a new community, Parker
This process of analysis on the local level
continued on next page
stressed that the community’s philosophical
alignment with its mission is of even greater
importance. If local leaders and stakeholders
Meet, set, exceed your goals | We’ll handle the details...
are not fully behind the concept and value
of accelerating entrepreneurship in their
community, he said, their ability to cobble
together financial support for the program
becomes more of a question.
“It all starts with a conversation, and it
varies from community to community,”
said Parker.
Group room
For the Berkshires, that conversation came
about as an outgrowth of behind-the-scenes
rates & catering
efforts by a group of local leaders and interests
available
to find new and effective ways to support
enterprise development in the region.
“This is the result of a public-private
partnership that brought together a number of
Flexible planning &
stakeholders with a shared common commitpricing for your specific
ment to promoting economic vitality through
meeting requirements
entrepreneurship,” said Taylor with Berkshire
Taconic. In addition to his organization, Taylor said this group included representation
445 Pittsfield Rd.
from the City of Pittsfield, PERC, Mill Town
Capital, Greylock Federal Credit Union, and
Hilton Honors
Lenox
1Berkshire,
among others.
Page
1
Planner points

413-499-1111

Leader in Commercial/Industrial
Sales and Leases
in Berkshire County in 2018!

BEAUTIFULLY MAINTAINED PROPERTY PERFECT FOR
PROFESSIONAL OFFICES OR MIXED USE
$649,000 - 13 PITTSFIELD RD., LENOX

PROPERTY IN C3A & GATEWAY MIXED USE OVERLAY DISTRICT
Stately Lenox property situated along Route 7 with excellent visibility and
easy access. Has ample parking, expansive grounds and a small barn at
the back of the property. Ground ﬂoor has three large rooms with ample
natural light which could become ofﬁces and conference spaces, as well
as a spacious entry room/reception area. Small kitchen to serve staff and
guests and sizable bath. Upstairs is currently bedrooms and baths: could
be converted to a beautiful apartment or provide additional ofﬁce spaces.

For more information contact Rich or Tony.

Rich Aldrich
rich.aldrich01238@gmail.com
413-243-1739

COMMERCIAL SALES & LEASES
BUSINESS BROKERAGE SERVICES
INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
35 Railroad Street • Gt. Barrington, MA

INCOME PRODUCING OPPORTUNITY COMBINED
WITH SPACE FOR CONTRACTOR/STORAGE.
$450,000 - 480 HOUSATONIC ST., LENOXDALE
Lenoxdale lot (3.8 acres) with two Quonset type buildings. Larger building
(~4,800 SF) has four bays with overhead doors and transom windows for natural
light: currently set up for three tenants, with one (1,200 SF space) vacant.
The smaller building (~3,200 SF) has two spaces, both currently rented. Both
buildings are insulated with spray foam, heat is propane. No water to the smaller
building. Septic is a tight tank. Ample room on property for storage, parking,
some wetlands constraints. Properly zoned (Industrial) for marijuana related
activity other than dispensary. Contact brokers for ﬁnancials after signing NDA.

For more information contact Rich or Tony.

ww w. B erks hi reCo mme rc ial Pro p erti es .c o m

Tony Blair
tonyblair@att.net
413-329-3879
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continued from previous page
So, when EforAll came to the group’s
attention, there was already a strong alignment of its mission and the region’s needs.
That connection was further developed as
Berkshire representatives attended EforAll’s
annual conference last year, and EforAll
representatives came to the Berkshires for
information sessions with a wide range of
local interests and constituents.
“We had David and his team come twice in
January and April,” Taylor said, noting that
these information sessions drew over 100
people who learned about EforAll’s model
and gave their feedback on how it might fit
in the Berkshires.
“That’s the type of community engagement
that’s important to the launch and success of
EforAll in a community,” said Taylor.
Parker agreed, noting that the group’s
efforts to bring the overall community into
the process really stood out. “The Berkshire
County folks elevated it to a new level of
involvement,” he said. “To have so many
interests so active from the very beginning is
super impressive. They did an extraordinary
job of ensuring there was buy-in and bringing together possible sources of funding.”
“I can see us using this as a model for
other communities going forward,” he added.

Program’s nuts and bolts

In terms of going forward, those involved
with EforAll Berkshire County will be
wasting no time in implementing the first
programs and activities.
“Deborah Gallant, our executive director,
will get a lot of attention from our director
of programs, Shelly Cardoos, who manages
all of our executive directors,” said Parker.
“They’ll quickly set up a pitch competition,
and at the same time Deb will begin recruiting
mentors for the first accelerator.”
He explained that, under the EforAll
model, the pitch competitions serve as a
precursor to the accelerator programs. “Our
goal for the pitch competitions is for them to

EforAll Berkshire County Executive Director Deborah Gallant (left) joins Shelley Cardoos, EforAll’s director
of programs, at 1Berkshire headquarters in downtown Pittsfield. Cardoos oversees the work of Gallant (who
started in her position on Sept. 3) and executive directors for other EforAll communities across the state.
be really fun community-building events,”
he said, noting that members of the public
are encouraged to attend. “We’ve designed
the pitch competition to get everybody happy
about entrepreneurship. Everybody’s smiling
when they leave the competition.”
The basic format is for up to 20 aspiring
entrepreneurs to participate with a table
or display where they describe what their
concept or venture is about. From these,
eight are selected to do brief pitches in front

IF THESE WALLS COULD TALK
They would talk of Christmases past. After all, these walls have seen a lot of them.
For years they housed a department store overflowing with the rush of Yuletide
shoppers. Today, those same walls are part of a sleek, modern hotel filled with
that same holiday tradition, glamour and cheer. What better way to celebrate the
holidays than at a magical place that’s been doing Christmas for decades?

Book your holiday celebration at Hotel on North.
Where the spirit lives on.
297 north street, pittsfield 413.553.4212

hotelonnorth.com
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she said. “It seemed like a good fit for what
I’ve been doing for the past 15 years.”
During her first few days on the job, which
she officially began on Sept. 3, Gallant was
joined by EforAll Director of Programs
Shelly Cardoos, who traveled from her
eastern Massachusetts base to assist with
coordination of EforAll’s first pitch competition and accelerator.
“It looks like we will have our first pitch
competition on Oct. 22 from 6 to 8 p.m. at
the Berkshire Museum,” said Gallant, noting that the application deadline is noon on
Oct. 11. “Our accelerator program will begin
Jan. 7 in Pittsfield, and applications for that
program will be due by Nov. 6.”
To promote these programs, EforAll is
planning a day-long “County Caravan” on
Oct. 7, with stops and events in communities throughout the Berkshires (see calendar
listing on page 5). “This Caravan is meant to
tell everyone about our program and encourage participation by both entrepreneurs and
volunteer mentors,” Gallant said.
In this and other ways, Gallant said she
plans to be very accessible and active in her
outreach efforts throughout the community.
That will include holding information sessions at various locations around the county,
as well as making the circuit of coffee shops,
co-working spaces and other gathering places.
In that respect, Gallant’s “office” will be
wherever she is at any given moment.
Parker said this is consistent with how
EforAll operates in other communities, noting that local staff generally use co-working
spaces as a base as opposed to a fixed office.
“We have a philosophy that we’re a program,
not a place,” he said. “It’s super important
for our staff to be out interacting within the
community.”

of assembled members of the public and a
panel of judges. Cash awards of $1,000, $750
and $500 go first-, second- and third-place
competitors. Another $500 award goes to the
“fan favorite” who is determined by those
attending the competition.
“Everyone gets to vote,” said Parker,
Countywide presence
adding that the fan favorite occasionally
Parker added that, for Gallant and her
turns out to be a competitor not finishing in
yet-to-be-hired program manager, this will
the top three.
involve covering a lot of territory given
Parker noted that the pitch competitions
the relatively large geographic size of the
also serve another purpose of helping to
Berkshires.
market and promote the upcoming accelerator
“We like to move our events around a
program to potential candidates.
community, and that will be important in
“The accelerator is our bread and butter,”
Berkshire County as well,” he said, noting
he said. “It’s where we give these entreprethe county’s three distinct southern, central
neurs a big community hug.”
and northern regions.
That “hug” comes in the form of 12 weeks
Taylor also stressed the importance involvof instruction on the
ing the entire county
basics of starting a
in EforAll and its ac“The accelerator is our
business led by content bread and butter. It’s where tivities, as opposed to
specialists, along with
having them centered
ongoing interaction we give these entrepreneurs around the largest city.
“The City of Pittswith a team of three
a big community hug.”
field has been instrudedicated mentors for
mental in bringing EforAll to the Berkshires,”
each participant throughout the year-long
he said, noting that the city has the largest
program.
representation of minorities, immigrants
Parker noted that the accelerators generand other constituents that the organization
ally have an enrollment of 15 entrepreneurs,
strives to include in its programs. “And, yet,
which means that a total of 45 mentors need
to be recruited for each program.
indeed it is countywide.”
In addition to hiring local staff and plan“The three mentors per entrepreneur is a
ning the first formal activities of EforAll,
fixed ratio for all of our accelerators,” he said.
Taylor said an early priority is also to establish
“They’re a very important part of the proan advisory board for the Berkshire program.
gram, so it’s crucial that we’re able to attract
highly qualified people from the community
While noting that there is some overlap
who are willing and able to make a commitbetween EforAll’s mission and the role
played by existing entrepreneurial support
ment to working with our entrepreneurs for
the duration of the program.”
resources in the county, Taylor said the there
are clear differences in the constituencies
Executive director’s role
being served.
Recruiting those mentors will be a key
“This is going to complement and support
responsibility of Gallant’s as she settles into
existing services for entrepreneurs,” he said,
her new position as executive director.
noting that those other services are targeted
“There’s a great pool of talent to tap
toward more advanced high-growth-potential
into,” said Gallant, expressing confidence
startups or existing businesses. “EforAll
that potential mentors throughout the comworks with emerging entrepreneurs with
munity will step up to support the program.
drive and conviction to bring their ideas
“I’ve already gotten quite a few emails from
forward. It really helps fill a gap.”
people who want to get involved.”
With funding in place for the next three
Gallant, who lives in neighboring Canaan,
years, Taylor said he anticipates the program
N.Y., brings a strong background of working
continuing beyond that initial period. “The
with small businesses to her position with
formula that EforAll uses has proven results
EforAll. “I’ve been a business and career
in identifying and encouraging entrepreneurs
coach since 2003, working primarily with
to get involved,” he said. “We have great
small businesses of all sorts,” she said.
confidence that we are going to see those
After working in other parts of the country
same results here in Berkshire County.”
for several years, Gallant and her husband
For information about applying for the
moved to Canaan, where she continued to
upcoming pitch competition and business
do small business coaching and became
accelerator, or about serving as a mentor
active in Berkshire County business and
for the program, contact Deborah Gallant
entrepreneurial circles.
at deborah@eforall.org. Additional informa“I wasn’t really looking for a job, but this
tion about the organization and its programs
posting popped up in my social media feed,”
is available at eforall.org.◆
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Innovation Summit
continued from page 1
develop a robust entrepreneurial ecosystem
in the Berkshires. “And we’ve been struck by
the level of innovation that’s happening here
but has been flying below our radar. With our
upcoming summit, we want to highlight the
fact that Berkshire County is a great place
for innovation.”
Included among Lever’s objectives for
the summit are:
• affirming that the Berkshire region remains an innovation leader,
• highlighting continuous innovation and
its importance for a vibrant regional economy,
• promoting a collaborative environment
among Berkshire region companies,
• highlighting the teachings of Pittsfield
natives Donald and Armand Feigenbaum and
their influence on contemporary innovation
practices,
• providing students at regional colleges
the opportunity to participate, learn and
network, and
• increasing awareness of Lever’s innovation programs and other regional innovation
support resources.
The program begins on Oct. 3 with the final
pitches for Lever’s inaugural Intrapreneur
Challenge, a competition among a half-dozen
established companies in the region for a
$25,000 cash prize that will be awarded to
the team with the best innovation for growth
within their existing operations (see related
story on page 16).
Later that evening will be a keynote presentation by Steve Case, AOL founder and
CEO of Revolution, which invests in people
and ideas as part of its mission “to build
disruptive, innovative companies that offer
more choice, convenience, and control for
both consumers and businesses.” This will
be followed by announcement of the winner
of the Intrapreneur Challenge.
Day two of the summit will feature a
morning program on Regional Innovation,
featuring presentations on Currency Innovation (Doug Crane, the New Dalton Group);
High Performance Glass Laminates (Chris
Kapiloff, Laminated Technologies Inc.);
Management Innovation and the Legacy of
the Feigenbaums (Jeffrey Thomas, Lever);
Design Meets Medical Garments (Josh Levin,
LympheDIVAs); Special FX Meets Medical
Models (Lisa Chamberlain, the Chamberlain
Group); Hotel Innovation (Ben Svenson,
TOURISTS); and Full Living Buildings
(Charley Stevenson, Integrated EcoStrategy).
Following lunch and a keynote presentation by Carlo Zaffanella, vice president
and general manager of General Dynamics
Mission Systems in Pittsfield, will be a panel
discussion on Regional Innovation Centers.
Panelists include Steve Boyd, Berkshire Innovation Center, Pittsfield; Kristen Leutz,
Valley Venture Mentors, Springfield; Thad
Casey, Tech Valley Center of Gravity, Troy,
N.Y.; and Peter Reinhart, Institute of Applied
Life Sciences, Amherst.
Interspersed among these programs will
be a number of receptions and networking
sessions, which will be held at the new Williams Inn and other venues on the Williams
College campus. The summit is open to the
public, but advance registration is required.
For a full schedule and registration information, go to leverinc.org.

Evolving mission

Thomas noted that the Innovation Summit and Intrapreneur Challenge represent
somewhat of an evolution of Lever and its
mission. Founded in 2014, the organization
has been focused primarily on the support
and nurturing of promising start-up ventures
with high-growth potential. That role has
become most visible with its series of challenge events for start-ups in manufacturing
and health technology sectors that were
launched during the past year (see related
story on page 18).
“But we also want to do more to foster
innovation in general, not just that led by entrepreneurs,” said Thomas. “It’s a completing
and filling out of our approach to developing
an entrepreneurial ecosystem here.”
He noted that the summit’s keynote
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“We do not have a reputation – in recent
speaker, AOL founder Steve Case, has been
years – of being a place of innovation,” said
active in promoting this type of entrepreThomas. “There’s a perception that the inneurial ecosystem on a broader basis with
novation has left along
his firm, Revolution.
“We’ve been struck by the with the companies
“Since he retired
that historically drove
from AOL, he’s been
level of innovation that’s
here.”
focused on entreprehappening here but has been innovation
He reiterated, howneurship in small and
mid-sized areas away flying below our radar. With ever, that the region is
from the large techour upcoming summit, we far from barren in this
respect, and that much
nology centers,” said
Thomas. “He refers to it want to highlight the fact that of the innovation here
as ‘the rise of the rest.’ Berkshire County is a great is taking place outside
of public view.
And what he’s focused
place for innovation.”
“There are compaon now lines up exactly
nies in our area who are making unique
with what we’re trying to do with Lever.”
products – best in class stuff – predominantly
Thomas noted that being able to secure
in the manufacturing sector,” he said. “But
Case as keynote speaker was a bit of opporthere are other examples, such as VidMob,
tunistic good fortune that helps underscore
which is leading video creation network and
the summit’s main strategic goal of positionplatform; and TOURISTS, which is showing
ing the Berkshires as an innovation leader.

innovation in the hospitality industry; and
even MASS MoCA, which is innovative in
its own way in terms of what a contemporary
art museum offers. All of this stuff is really
exciting when you examine it from a business perspective.”
Thomas said he anticipates that organizing
events such as the Innovation Summit and
Intrapreneur Challenge will have tangible
downstream benefits for the region and for
businesses here.
“For one, we’re hoping to foster a greater
level of collaboration,” he said. “We’re
already beginning to see this in our Intrapreneur Challenge with some interesting crosssynergies taking shape [among participating
businesses].”
“We also want to change people’s perception of the Berkshires,” he added. “We want
to help people realize that the Berkshires can
be a destination for innovation.”◆

F

our years in a row!

We were honored in 2016. Proud to be
selected again in 2017. Humbled in 2018.
And now, we’re at a loss for words, except for
two:
Thank you!
Most of all, we are grateful for the opportunity
to care for the most valuable assets of our
firm: our clients and our employees.
Have a conversation with managing director
Gary Schiff, and the team at October
Mountain Financial Advisors. You’ll discover
why The Financial Times selected us as one
of this year’s FT300.

103 West Park Street
Lee, MA 01238
(413) 243-4331
Member SEC, FINRA, SiPC
www.octobermountainfa.com
October Mountain Financial Advisors is the d/b/a of St. Germain Investment Management.
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Participants put to test with Lever’s first Intrapreneur Challenge
Six established companies
developing innovations
for new business growth
BY BRAD JOHNSON
A lot of learning is taking place during
Lever’s first Intrapreneur Challenge.
Teams from six established businesses and
organizations in the Berkshires are deep into
a three-month process of developing their
respective innovation projects involving a
new product or service with the potential
to bring additional top-line growth and job
creation to their existing operations.
These projects will be front-and-center at
Lever’s upcoming Innovation Summit, a twoday program of events and activities being
held to celebrate innovation in the Berkshires
(see related story on page 1).
The summit will kick off on Oct. 3 with
a final pitch competition for participants in
the Intrapreneur Challenge, in which a panel
of judges will select the innovation with the
most potential for top-line growth and job
creation. A S25,000 cash prize, along with
additional support and guidance from Lever,
will be awarded to the winning company for
further development and roll-out of their
project.
While this process is similar to the pitch
competitions that Lever has been holding for
start-ups in manufacturing and health technology sectors (see related story on page 18),
the Intrapreneur Challenge is breaking new
ground as what may be the first of its kind to
bring together a group of well-established,
successful businesses from diverse sectors
as competitors.
“We have not found a program similar to
this,” said Brent Filson, director of operations
and programming at Lever, a five-year-old
North Adams-based nonprofit organization

At a workshop for participants in the Intrapreneur Challenge, LympheDIVAs President Josh Levin (left) makes
note of suggestions from Lever’s Brent Filson regarding Levin’s pitch presentation for the innovation being
developed by his company. Several participants in the program said that feedback from Lever staff – as
well as from fellow participants – has been very helpful in refining their business models.
that provides a range of support services for
regional start-ups and entrepreneurs.
As such, he said, the participating companies are engaged in an experiment of sorts
in terms of how well Lever’s established
process of working with promising start-ups
in the development of their business models
will fit with existing successful businesses.
“I’m really happy with the results so far,”
said Filson in a late August interview. “These
are all companies that are moving forward
with innovations that wouldn’t be happening
outside of their involvement in this program.”

He noted that the projects being developed
are not aimed at reducing costs through
enhanced operational efficiency and productivity. Rather, the focus is on fostering innovation and entrepreneurial thinking within
the company to identify and develop new
products or services that have the potential
to generate new revenue streams.
The companies participating in the Intrapreneur Challenge include:
• B&B Micro Manufacturing Inc., a custom tiny-home building business in Adams
that produces RVIA-certified tiny houses.

The innovation being developed by B&B
involves small, single-module turnkey homes
built in Adams and then permanently affixed
to a foundation.
• Boyd Technologies, a Lee-based company that provides material sourcing, product
development and advanced manufacturing
services to medical device and life sciences
companies. Boyd Technologies is developing
a proprietary online tool that makes it easier
to access information required for new medical device regulatory approval.
• LTI Group, a Pittsfield-based producer
of specialized laminated glass and polymer
products for architectural, security and
decorative purposes. LTI Group’s innovation involves development of bullet-rated
windows for U.S. Marine Corps vehicles that
are resistant to delamination, which reduces
visibility and is a leading reason that military
vehicles are removed from service.
• Kripalu Center for Yoga & Health
in Stockbridge, a nonprofit organization
specializing in wellness retreats, yoga and
Ayurvedic teacher training, and the RISE
resiliency training program. Kripalu is seeking to launch an online version of its RISE
program that would broaden its access for
schools, hospitals, corporate offices and other
core constituencies.
• LympheDIVAs, a Pittsfield-based company that designs and produces medically
correct and fashionable compression sleeves
for breast cancer survivors with lymphedema.
LympheDIVAs is developing a new line of
medical compression-wear products to serve
a broader market.
• Zogics, a global online retailer based in
Lenox that supplies commercial gyms and
facilities with products needed to maintain
their business. The innovation being developed by Zogics is a new service to certify
workplace wellness programs, which would
allow companies to showcase their commit-
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ment to employee wellbeing. The certification would provide a resource to increase the
value of wellness programs and attract new
talent to a company’s workforce.
Through a summer-long series of group
workshops and one-on-one consulting sessions conducted as part of the “validation”
stage, the teams have been adopting the lean
practices and low-risk modern entrepreneurial strategies that Lever emphasizes. Filson
explained that this process has helped them
to recognize weaknesses in their business
models and to make changes that bring their
innovations more in line with needs and
expectations of their target markets.
“It’s an evolving process, and they have
been very effective in using the resources
available to them,” said Filson. “I’m really
proud of the effort they’re putting into it.”
In interviews with BERKSHIRE TRADE &
COMMERCE, representatives of several of the
companies participating in the Intrapreneur
Challenge reported high levels of satisfaction
with the process on multiple levels. Not only
are they gaining valuable guidance on the
development of innovations that may play
an important role in their businesses going
forward, but they are also discovering that
what they’re learning through this process
can be applied to other aspects of their businesses and operations.
And then, of course, there’s the prize
money.

Boost for RISE

“Winning the $25,000 would be amazing,”
said Sara Borden, operations and impact
reporting manager for the RISE program at
Kripalu. She is part of the Kripalu team
participating in the Intrapreneur Challenge
along with Melissa Helm, RISE engagement
coordinator, and Megan McDonough, RISE
manager.
Borden explained that bringing RISE to
the online space has been under discussion
for over a year, driven by a need for greater
accessibility and flexibility in how the training is provided.
“Many clients have been asking for this
type of training virtually, which allows the
tools to be easily accessible,” she said. “Accessibility is key when you are trying to reach
a population where time may be limited and
flexibility for a retreat-style experience is
not available.”
However, budgetary constraints at the nonprofit organization, along with other factors,
precluded aggressive action to develop and
roll out the online platform. “It was backburnered for the time, but we still knew it
was mission critical,” said Borden.
She explained that the project’s status
changed when Kripalu CEO Barbara Vacarr
learned of the Intrapreneur Challenge. “She
suggested that we apply with our innovation
of bringing the RISE program online, and we
were accepted,” Borden said.
Interviewed shortly after the most recent
workshop and pitch practice session held
on Aug. 23, Borden said that the team has
been making significant progress on their
business model for bringing RISE online
through their participation in the program
over the past few months.
“The pitch went really well, and we got
very good feedback from [Lever staff] and
the other teams,” she said. “Brent has been
meeting with us in between [the workshops],
and we really love the way he pushes our
boundaries.”
Borden said that the combination of group
meetings, direct counseling and access to
other resources has proven to be effective
and beneficial for the Kripalu team. “The
workshops, Brent’s guidance and the interns’
assistance have really helped guide us in this
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would then look to provide other educational
process,” she said. “It’s really been invaluShe added that their participation in the
resources and value-added services down
able to us as an organization, and has been
Intrapreneur Challenge has been very helpful
the road.
a great learning experience.”
in that process. “We’ve changed the concept
Pierotti and other team members will be
While noting that the prize money would
since starting the Lever program, and it could
further honing the details of their concept in the
still go a long way toward helping launch the
change again,” she said.
weeks leading up to the
RISE program online,
Some of the adjustments that she and felBorden said their par- “What Lever is doing is right Innovation Summit and
low team members Ben Trimarchi, tiny house
ticipation in the chal- in line with what we do with final pitch competition.
designer, and Jason Koperniak, co-owner
Regardless of the
lenge has moved them
and business development, have considered
well along the path our core business at Zogics. outcome there, he
involve such issues as how much customizatoward that goal.
We’re always looking to move said, participating in tion to provide, overall durability of materials
used, and what level of eco-friendliness the
“It has really pushed forward and try new ideas.” the challenge program
has been well worth
tiny houses should adhere to.
us to think this through,
the company’s time and effort. “It’s been a
Jackson said the guidance provided by
and has helped us as an organization to underpleasure to be a part of this,” he said. “It has
Lever and the market research from interns
stand our readiness for an online program,”
opened a lot of discussions and has been a
in the program have been instrumental in the
she said. “We’re moving forward on this with
very good process to accelerate this concept.”
evolution of their concept toward a more afor without the award.”
He added that Lever’s interest in promoting
fordable base house with a few optional kits
‘Pet project’ unleashed
innovation is a good fit with the corporate
for such things as solar power and accessibility.
The innovation being pitched by another
culture at Zogics. “What Lever is doing is
“The Lever process has been great, escompetitor in the Intrapreneur Challenge
right in line with what we do with our core
pecially meeting the other participants,”
touches on a different aspect of health and
business at Zogics,” he said. “We’re always
Jackson said. “They all are so different, and
wellness.
looking to move forward and try new ideas.
hearing those business strategies has helped
“We’re working on a service that certifies
And we’re starting to use some of what we’ve
in our own thinking about what we are doing.”
companies’ workplace wellness programs,”
learned in other areas of Zogics.”
said Jon Pierotti, who works in marketing
Regulatory pain relief
and e-commerce at Zogics and is a member
New foundation for growth
In many cases, innovation comes about
of the company’s Intrapreneur Challenge
While some innovations taking shape in
by being highly receptive to the needs of
team. “The goal is to allow companies to
the Intrapreneur Challenge are tied directly
customers or clients and proactively findshowcase their commitment to employee
to, or supported by, an online presence, othing solutions to meeting those needs. The
wellbeing for talent acquisition and retention
ers involve much more tangible products.
concept being pursued by Boyd Technolopurposes, but also to help increase the value
Among them is the innovation being
gies in the Intrapreneur Challenge falls into
of wellness programs.”
driven by B&B Micro Manufacturing, which
that category.
Pierotti noted that this idea has been
for the past few years has been tapping into
“We’re always looking for ways to differbounced around by the company in the past
a specialized niche for tiny homes that are
entiate ourselves from other companies in our
as something of a pet project. “The concept
trailer-mounted and used at resorts, campsites
industry,” said Linnea Morrison, marketing
is definitely within our wheelhouse,” he said.
and other situations.
associate with Boyd Technologies.
“But it never got to that kick-off point. It
“Our concept that we’re developing in
The company’s work as a custom contract
was just a question of time and not enough
the Lever challenge involves expanding into
manufacturer within the medical device inhours in the day.”
modular homes,” said Katie Jackson, who
dustry also includes material sourcing and
That equation changed with the opportuworks in sales and marketing at B&B, which
testing services. As such, it is well versed
nity to participate in Lever’s program. “When
recently purchased and moved to a larger
in the various levels of FDA regulation inmanufacturing facility in Adams (August
volved in the development, manufacture and
we found out about the challenge, it seemed
2019 BT&C).
commercialization of new medical devices.
like a perfect fit,” Pierotti said. “It provided
She explained that the tiny-home trend
“The whole regulatory process is very
the context to dive in and pursue it.”
has taken off in recent years as people have
cumbersome,” said Morrison.
In the ensuing months the team at Zogics
looked at the diminutive dwellings as more
continued on page 19
has been making full use of the guidance and
affordable and less impactful alternatives to
resources provided by Lever to more fully
conventional housing – whether for primary
and thoughtfully develop their concept for
residential or vacation/recreational purposes.
workplace wellness certification.
A roadblock to even greater growth in this
“We have already gotten a lot out of this,”
market has been a variety of local restrictions
said Pierotti, noting that it has helped guide
and regulations regarding how and where
their concept through an evolutionary protiny houses can be situated, especially those
cess. “Overall the idea has stayed true to our
mounted on trailers.
original intention. But we have also pivoted
in some ways, such as broadening our pool
“A lot of people want tiny houses, but
and refining our audience.”
there are restrictions on how to do this,” said
Jackson. “That’s the reason we’re getting into
He said that feedback and support from
Lever staff have been valuable in this process,
this and are designing tiny modular homes
as has input from fellow competitors during
that can be set on a foundation.”
the pitch practice sessions. “We’ve gotten
She noted that launching a modular division has been a goal for B&B for some time,
great feedback from other teams on what
but that demands of their core business have
amounts to a fast and furious look at what
Tax & Financial Planning Services ®
not allowed them to pursue it. “When the
we’re doing,” he said.
Lever call for entries [for the Intrapreneur
Pierotti also credited the support and asJames R. Rose, CFP ®
Challenge] came out, it was a prompt for us
sistance from the interns that Lever provides
Enrolled Agent
to do this,” she said.
as part of the program. “The interns were a
While the basic idea of building tiny modugreat extension of the team,” he said. “They
lar homes that can be transported to a waiting
were very proactive and super helpful, esfoundation can seem relatively simple on its
pecially in helping us with the research we
Fax: (413) 448-9054
surface, Jackson noted that there are several
needed to push this forward.”
factors, decisions and considerations that
The Zogics team has also benefitted from
222 South St. Professional Building
B&B has had to weigh.
exposure to the lean methodology that Filson
Pittsfield, MA 01201
and Lever emphasize. “We’ve been putting
the lean model to work and following it to
ICC MC73444
the T,” Pierotti said, noting that this has
US DOT 058227
guided them in development of an MVP – or
minimally viable product – for the certification concept.
“Our MVP right out of the gate is a website
that is self-automated,” he said, explaining
SPECIALISTS IN RESIDENTIAL MOVING & WAREHOUSING.
that this would allow companies to do a
self-evaluation of their workplace wellness
programs and submit them for verification.
“We want this to be something people can
do on their own,” he said, noting that Zogics
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MANUFACTURING INNOVATION & HEALTH TECHNOLOGY

Winners of first competitions moving forward as next round approaches
BY BRAD JOHNSON
As Lever moves toward completion of its
first Intrapreneur Challenge (see related story
on page 16), the organization is gearing up for
the second round of its other challenge events
for promising startups in specific sectors.
Up next is the Berkshire Manufacturing
Innovation Challenge (BMIC), in which
manufacturing startups will compete for
incubation at Lever and $25,000 in funding.
The goal of the BMIC is to attract and develop
new startups that can operate or manufacture
their product in the Berkshire region.
Applications are open and will be accepted through Oct. 27, with four finalists
announced Nov. 11. A “Shark Tank”-style
pitch competition will be held on Feb. 27,
at which a panel of investment professionals
will select one finalist to receive funding and
mentoring through Lever’s resource network.
A second iteration of Lever’s Berkshire
Health Technology Challenge (BHTC) will
follow, with an application window from Nov.
1 to Jan. 26. The purpose of this challenge
is to attract and support entrepreneurs with
a scalable innovation in health technology.
As with the earlier competitions, these
challenges are supported by a combined
$450,000 in grant funding Lever secured in
2018 from the Mass Life Sciences Center,
the Mass Tech Collaborative, Berkshire Bank
and Williams College.
Meanwhile, the winners of the first BMIC
and BHTC competitions are making tangible
progress on their business models.

United Aircraft Technologies

Last winter United Aircraft Technologies
(UAT) got Lever’s new series of entrepreneurial startup competitions off to a flying
start as winner of the first BMIC.
Since then, the Troy, N.Y.-based company
has used the $25,000 cash prize and fourmonth no-cost incubation period that it was
awarded to continue the development of its
specialized products for the avionics industry.
UAT has also used the overall Lever
challenge experience as a springboard for
continued success in subsequent design
competitions as it moves its way into the
aviation and defense contracting systems.
“Our work in the Lever program really
helped us to solidify our presentation for other
competitions that we are participating in,”
said Daryian Rhysing, who co-founded and
operates the company with his wife Evaguel.
UAT arose from Daryian Rhysing’s more
than 10 years of service as an aircraft technician in the U.S. Armed Forces. He explained
that hours spent installing and replacing
clamps for aircraft wiring systems caused
him to develop Carpal Tunnel Syndrome due
to the constant strain in his hand muscles.
After leaving active duty, he enrolled
in an engineering program at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy through a veteran’s program. “I took an inventor’s studio
course they offer there, and came up with a
technology for a wiring clamp that was more
ergonomic,” he said.
His design was for an interconnecting
clamp what would involve far less muscle
fatigue and repetitive strain compared with
conventional clamps used in many military
and civilian aircraft applications.
“It was really focusing on the human
factor,” he said, noting that his injuries
from years of installing clamps were also
experienced by other aircraft technicians.
“The problem is people don’t want to lose
their jobs by bringing attention to the injuries
they’re experiencing.”

They have also remained in contact with
Lever, and participated in the organization’s
annual Demo Day event on Aug. 8.
While continuing to gain confidence in
their own current roles as innovators and
entrepreneurs, the Rhysings acknowledged
and expressed gratitude for the support they
have received along the way.
“It’s scary to start something and put it out
there and take risks,” said Evaguel Rhysing.
“But there are people like Jeffrey and Brent
at Lever who have helped us along the way
and have really pushed us.”

My Core Floor

Evaguel and Daryian Rhysing display some of the early prototypes for the interlocking clamps for aircraft
wiring systems they are developing at United Aircraft Technologies (UAT), which was winner of the first
Berkshire Manufacturing Innovation Challenge held last winter. Following their incubation at Lever, the
Rhysings have continued to attract funding for UAT which has supported the creation of five new jobs.
Sinicon Plastics in Dalton during their search
In addition to being an ergonomic solution,
for a contractor to work on the mold-making
the clamp’s design also addresses other imand production of the clamp. “When I went
portant issues. “There are significant weight
to visit his facility, I was super amazed,” said
savings because it is made out of lightweight
Daryian Rhysing. “We have a commitment to
composite materials instead of metal,” said
them, and they are excellent to work with.”
Evaguel Rhysing, who serves as UAT’s CEO.
For the past few months since completing
She explained that, given the hundreds or
their incubation at Lever, UAT has continthousands of such clamps used in various
ued to test and refine their clamp design.
aircraft, the combined weight reduction
“We’re at the protocan lead to significant
“Our work in the Lever
type stage right now,”
improvement in fuel
efficiency.
program really helped us to said Evaguel Rhysing. “This involves
Based on positive
feedback for the in- solidify our presentation for 3D printing, which is
other competitions that we very important to the
novative design, the
prototype process.”
Rhysings decided to
are participating in.”
In addition to the
establish their own
basic model – or Phase I – for their clamp,
company to further develop the clamp for
they are also working on Phase II, a “smart
use within the defense and commercial
clamp” that will integrate electronic sensors
aircraft industries.
and other technology to support real-time
“We were starting to move the company
monitoring of wiring systems.
forward when the Lever program came up,”
The Rhysings said it will take another two
Daryian Rhysing noted. “We saw it as a
years or so to bring these products to market,
perfect opportunity, so we applied and were
a timeline dictated in part by the bureaucratic
named one of the finalists.”
complexities and rigorous vetting involved
Along with other competitors in the BMIC,
in aviation and defense contracting. “It takes
the Rhysings worked closely with Lever staff
a while to get into these industries,” Evaguel
and other mentors on development of their
Rhysing commented.
business model for the clamp.
She added, however, that they are making
“Jeffrey and Brent were wonderful,” said
significant strides in that process. “We have
Evaguel Rhysing, referring to Lever Execusecured support from BAE Systems for the
tive Director Jeffrey Thomas and Brent Fildevelopment of our clamp and have frequent
son, director of operations and programming.
meetings with them,” she said, referring to
“We’ve had other mentors, but they really
the multinational defense and aerospace
helped us polish it off.”
company. “We also got accepted into an Air
After being selected as winner of the
Force Research Lab program for technology
BMIC, UAT entered an incubation period
acquisition and transfer.”
with Lever and applied the cash award to
UAT has also raised over $200,000 in
continue development of a prototype of
equity and non-equity funding toward their
their interconnecting clamp. “We we’re
goal of $500,000 to move them through the
there at Lever at least once or twice a week,
next stages. This has supported the creation of
and were in constant communication with
five new jobs and the launch of an internship
them,” she said.
program for aspiring engineers.
They also connected with David Allen of

Brittney Cappiello was at a pivotal point
with My Core Floor when she learned last
January that her pelvic-health-related venture
was selected to participate in Lever’s first
Health Technology Challenge.
At that time she and her team had assembled the basic format and workings of
My Core Floor as a web-based resource
for individuals seeking information and assistance on a range of pelvic health issues.
What was missing, however, was a firm
grasp of how to make the transition from
a promising business concept to a viable
business model.
“I’m a great pelvic floor physical therapist,
but I still have a lot to learn about business,”
she commented.
A native of Adams and mother of two teenage children, Cappiello has been a physical
therapist for 18 years. And, for 17 of those
years, she has focused on the specialized
area of pelvic health.
“This evolved early on in my career, and
was a newer area [of specialty] when I got
into it,” she said. “It is my whole focus now.”
Cappiello received training through
continuing education courses and working
directly with another pelvic health specialist and mentor for two years at the National
Rehabilitation Hospital in Washington, D.C.
“I relocated to my hometown of Adams in
2003 and started working for Williamstown
Physical Therapy, where I began the first
pelvic health physical therapy program in
Berkshire County,” she said.
Cappiello explained that, after several
years of working in this specialized field,
she became frustrated at the lack of education for women in the area of pelvic health
and wanted to try to help prevent the pelvic
floor issues she was treating clients for in
physical therapy.
“I started a prevention class for women
consisting of education and exercises,”
she said. “What I found was that women
entered the class already having problems
with incontinence and pelvic pain, and after
six weeks they were reporting symptom improvements. I also found that women kept
signing up repeatedly for the class because
they enjoyed the safe space to talk about
these issue with other women, and the class
held them accountable which helped them
to maintain the benefits.”
The popularity of the class led to requests
for Cappiello to offer it in other parts of the
county – something she was hesitant to do
because of scheduling complications and her
commitment to her work and family. “I began
to explore the idea of putting the program online, and My Core Floor was born,” she said.
For the past three years or so, Cappiello has
been working on the business model and website for My Core Floor (mycorefloor.com),
which consists of educational videos about
pelvic health topics for women. It features
a series of workouts consisting of mobility,
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the overall experience that can be improved
going forward.
“This is intended to be an annual challenge,
continued from page 17
and I’m learning a lot about what to change
for next year,” he said. “There are definitely
going to be some tweaks.”
She explained, for example, that FDA
Some of that, he said, may involve adjustregulatory guidelines require medical device
ments in how the programming is structured
companies to understand the landscape of
so that it’s easier for companies to free up
existing devices, adverse events, and the
time for key staff members to participate.
proper classification of a new device as they
There is also the matter of timing for both the
are being developed and before they are
challenge and the outreach for participants.
commercialized.
“The parameters of the challenge are kind
Accessing this required information
of rigid, and the timing has to be just right for
though existing FDA databases and other
companies looking to participate,” he said.
sources has long been a challenge for medical
“Overall,” he added, “we want this to be
device companies. “It’s been on our radar as a
a process that is effective, and we want [the
pain point for our customers,” said Morrison.
participating companies] to be delighted
The innovation Boyd Technologies is
with the experience.”
developing in the InFilson noted that
trapreneur Challenge “We’re trying to inoculate a
programs like the Inlooks to ease that pain
culture of innovation, and we trapreneur Challenge
for its customers.
think that incentivizing in- reflect an evolution of
“We plan to develop
a proprietary online novation with a program like sorts for Lever, which
had early on focused
tool that would collate and aggregate this the Intrapreneur Challenge is most heavily on attracting and nurturing
information that is neca great way to do that.”
start-up ventures with
essary and vital for
high potential for growth and job creation
FDA regulatory processes,” said Morrison.
in the region.
“Access to this database will be provided as
“Over the past few years we’ve learned a lot
a quarterly subscription and sold as a supplemore about what Berkshire County needs,”
ment to our Product Development services.”
he said. “We also want to think about what
Morrison said the company’s involvement
else we can be doing to help companies in
in the Intrapreneur Challenge came about
the area.”
through existing connections between Lever
Filson cited studies showing that the presand CEO Stephen Boyd (who is also chairence of innovative companies in a region has
man and president of Berkshire Innovation
more of an impact on the organic formation
Center, the nonprofit organization that owns
of vibrant innovation clusters than does
and operates the soon-to-open facility of the
proximity to research centers.
same name in Pittsfield).
“We believe it’s the companies that are
A team comprised of Morrison, Brianna
already here that will help us turn Berkshire
Sporbert, vice president of engineering, and
County into an innovation hub,” he said.
Matthew Boyd, chief commercial officer, was
“We’re trying to inoculate a culture of intasked with pursing the concept through the
novation, and we think that incentivizing
Lever program.
innovation with a program like the IntrapreMorrison noted that the online tool was just
neur Challenge is a great way to do that.”◆
at the concept stage and was not yet under
development when the company entered the
Lever program.
“Being part of the Lever challenge has
been very useful as a way of going through
the methodology for moving this concept
NONPROFIT CENTER
forward,” she said. “It’s about reaching out
OF THE BERKSHIRES
to customers, anticipating their needs and
finding a solution that doesn’t already fall
within our service structure.”
Morrison noted that winning the $25,000
prize in the pitch competition would impact
the company’s timeline on bringing this innovation to market.
“If we don’t win, we’ll need to evaluate
GivingTuesday Roundtable
things going forward,” she said, regarding
October 1, 3:00pm – 5:00pm
the allocation of time and other resources
Berkshire Athenaeum, Pittsfield
that would be necessary to commercialize
FREE
the concept. “We’re an existing business, so
this would have to compete with all of the
Everything DiSC Workshop
other things we’re dealing with at the time.”
October 3, 8:30am – 12:00pm
(Two other participants, LympheDIVAs
BCC South County, Gt. Barrington
and LTI Group, did not respond to requests for
$50, includes a DiSC assessment
additional information about the projects and
participation in the Intrapreneur Challenge.
Another original participant, Shire City HerbWorkshopping the Annual Appeal
als, the Pittsfield-based manufacturer of Fire
October 17, 10:00am – 12:30pm
Cider, found it necessary to bow out of the
MCLA Design Lab, North Adams
challenge due to other business obligations.)
$40 NPC Members/$50 Not-yetmembers

Intrapreneur Challenge

For the past few months, Brittney Cappiello has been meeting weekly with Lever staff for guidance on
development of My Core Floor, which provides web-based information and assistance on pelvic health
issues. An outgrowth of Cappiello’s many years of work as a physical therapist specializing in pelvic
health, My Core Floor in May was named winner of the first Berkshire Health Technology Challenge.

flexibility, strength and stability exercises.
leagues across the country,” Cappiello said.
My Core Floor also offers a community foThese practices would help market the My
rum where women can ask questions about
Core Floor site and services to their clients
pelvic health topics or talk to other women
on a revenue-sharing basis.
who may have similar issues.
“Working with these trusted colleagues
Cappiello noted that the name for the
gives us a way to introduce and sell subscripbusiness reflects her wholistic approach to
tions to My Core Floor to people in other
addressing the core region of the body.
regions,” she said.
While predominantly working with
Broadening the subscription base also supwomen, she pointed out that in her physical
ports roll-out of another service and revenue
therapy practice she also treats men for pelvic
stream. “What we’re hoping is, as the My
health issues. “When I
Core Floor community
first started the website, “I’m a great pelvic floor phys- grows, there might be
I was going to market ical therapist, but I still have a a need for virtual conto everyone,” she said. lot to learn about business.” sultations on a paid
“But I realized that
basis,” she said. “As
marketing to men would involve an entirely
that grows, it will create new opportunities
different approach than with women, so I
for pelvic health physical therapists, and other
decided that might be something for down
jobs in operations and support.”
the road.”
These and other aspects of My Core Floor’s
Cappiello also put together a team to work
business model have continued to receive
with her on My Core Floor. “Each member
attention during the incubation period that
of our team shares the unique bond of physicame with winning the Lever challenge.
cal therapists,” she said. “However, it is our
“It’s been priceless and really helpful,”
differences that have allowed us to develop
said Cappiello, noting that she meets with
My Core Floor to a new level.”
the Lever team on a weekly basis.
The team includes Robin Dufour, whose
She added that the $25,000 cash award has
knowledge from her personal businesses
also helped them move forward on key aspects
and professional relationships is guiding the
of the business. Some of the award has gone
venture’s go-to-market strategy; Nicole Armtoward website development and marketing,
brust, an online business owner who advises
including a course that she and other team
My Core Floor in entrepreneurial research
members took on building a successful busiand development; and Andrea Wasylow,
ness membership website. “We also have some
who has an additional degree in business
of the money set aside for [development of]
and contributes to operations and analytics.
Android and iOS apps,” she said.
“Our goal is to continue to grow My Core
With the ramp-up of activity at My Core
Floor to add mini podcasts and interviews
Floor, Cappiello has had to reduce her schedon various pelvic health and female-specific
ule at Williamstown Physical Therapy. “I’ve
Learning process for Lever
topics, as well as offer live online classes and
cut back to working part-time there to dediAs the Intrapreneur Challenge heads into
progress the current exercise library further,”
cate more time to My Core Floor,” she said.
its last few weeks, Filson said he will be
Cappiello said.
“I would like to continue to treat patients,”
working closely with the individual teams
She added that My Core Floor has gotshe added. “But I see what we’re doing
as they put the finishing touches on their
ten a big boost toward that goal through its
with My Core Floor as a way to change the
pitches for the Oct. 3 competition.
participation in Lever’s BHTC.
conversation about pelvic health problems
While noting that the feedback he’s been
“Because of my lack of business backand to help more women gain access to
getting from participants through the first
ground, it was a big help,” she said, noting
the resources that will help them deal with
stages of the challenge has been largely
that “they teach nothing about business
these issues.”◆
positive, he said there are also aspects of
management in physical therapy school.”
During the workshops with other challenge participants, Cappiello and her team
received guidance on further developing the
BUSINESS FOR SALE / TURNKEY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
business model for My Core Floor. “Lever
OWN AN ESTABLISHED GIFT SHOP in a quaint Southern Berkshire town.
helped explain the aspects we needed to
focus on,” she said.
Life and family have pulled us in other directions. This is a turnkey operation
This process was helpful in expanding the
waiting for motivated person(s) with entrepreneurial spirit to take it to the
business model for My Core Floor beyond
next level. Located next to an historic inn and popular, established bistro.
individual membership-based subscriptions
for resources available through the website
Nearby arts & cultural destinations. Name, fixtures, POS/management system,
to include a business-to-business component.
inventory, and more... $99,500. Lease to be negotiated with landlord. Serious
“Another part of our business model is to
inquiries only, please. For more details contact SBgiftshopsale@gmail.com
work with some of our physical therapy col-

NPC

FALL WORKSHOPS
FOR NONPROFITS

Introduction to Grants Research
with Philanthropy Massachusetts
October 21, 2:30pm – 4:30pm
Berkshire Community College,
Pittsfield
FREE

Capital Projects: How to
Plan and Pay for Them with
MassDevelopment
October 23, 8:30am – 12:00pm
Hilton Garden Inn, Pittsfield
$20

Check out our web site for
more details & to register.

npcberkshires.org
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REAL
transactions are provided by
Banker & Tradesman Real
Estate Data Publishing. Only
properties valued at $75,000
or higher are included.

ADAMS
127 Columbia St.
Buyer: Kamonkwan
Tongmusick +
Seller: Neil Wong
Price: $90,000
Mortgage: $95,000
Lender: Vickie Wong
Date: 7/26/19
125 Commercial St.
Buyer: Paul Trzcinski
RET +
Seller: Claire Adams 2018
RET +
Price: $115,000
Mortgage: $92,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/1/19
42 E Hoosac St.
Buyer: Frederic Owens +
Seller: Edward Biros
Price: $87,500
Mortgage: $102,925
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/26/19
92 E Hoosac St.
Buyer: Kristopher Saunders
Seller: Robert Tomkiewicz
Price: $106,000
Mortgage: $102,925
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/12/19
105 East Rd.
Buyer: Janet Higgins
Seller: Alan Lawson
Price: $191,000
Date: 7/19/19
35 Enterprise St.
Buyer: Robert Bourdon +
Seller: Corrina Bouthilette +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $125,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/31/19
14 Highland Ave.
Buyer: Walker Fortin +
Seller: Teri Leja
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $164,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/10/19
5 Marshall Ave.
Buyer: James Dittrich Jr
Seller: William Donovan Jr +
Price: $166,400
Mortgage: $158,595
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 7/16/19
182 N Summer St.
Buyer: Jason Willey
Seller: Kylie Andrews
Price: $110,000
Mortgage: $106,700
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/29/19
27 Orchard St.
Buyer: Leah Thompson
Seller: Jeremy Ford +
Price: $146,050
Mortgage: $141,668
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 7/9/19

ALFORD
260 East Rd.
Buyer: Cloud Kingdom LLC
Seller: Joanna Allen-Price
Price: $430,000
Date: 7/19/19

BECKET
23 Algerie Rd.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Evelyn Olivieri +
Price: $148,577
Date: 7/19/19
22 Dawn Dr.
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Christopher Baran +
Price: $112,500
Date: 7/10/19
180 Gentian Hollow
Buyer: Colin Carabetta +
Seller: Calvin Mooney +
Price: $349,430
Mortgage: $331,950
Lender: Key Bank
Date: 7/29/19
1246 Jacobs Ladder Rd.
Buyer: Michael Kirchner +
Seller: Jean Laforest
Price: $300,000
Mortgage: $294,566

BERKSHIRE TRADE & COMMERCE

estate
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/31/19
10 Mallard Dr.
Buyer: Levi Martindale +
Seller: Michael Gillespie
Price: $192,500
Mortgage: $173,250
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 7/2/19
50 Maple St.
Buyer: US Bank NA
Seller: David Bolduc +
Price: $99,000
Date: 7/24/19

Buyer: Randy Thomas +
Seller: Jeremy Burt +
Price: $400,000
Mortgage: $380,000
Lender: Guaranteed Rate
Date: 7/16/19
30 Sleepy Hollow
Buyer: Samuel Henry +
Seller: William Topping
Price: $344,000
Mortgage: $309,256
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/5/19

92 Pill Dr.
Buyer: Frederick Perkins
Seller: Marc Brettler
Price: $335,000
Date: 7/29/19
199 Pill Dr.
Buyer: Michael Maffuccio +
Seller: Randy Thomas +
Price: $370,000
Mortgage: $296,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/3/19
39 Spruce Dr.
Buyer: Bradley Palser +
Seller: Hans J&F
Gotzmann RET +
Price: $307,500
Mortgage: $245,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/25/19
22 Wade Inn Rd.
Buyer: Shane Daigle
Seller: Shaylyn Sicard
Price: $199,900
Mortgage: $196,278
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/19/19

CHESHIRE
191 North St.
Buyer: Christopher Zahensky
Seller: Claire Wohrle IRT
2011 +
Price: $162,000
Mortgage: $153,900
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/18/19
1600 North St.
Buyer: Ingrid Lewis
Seller: Seth Hamilton
Price: $185,000
Date: 7/12/19

CLARKSBURG
5 Henderson Rd.
Buyer: Albert Borey
Seller: Jennifer Senecal
Price: $113,400
Mortgage: $109,998
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/25/19

DALTON

40 Sleepy Hollow
Buyer: Samuel Henry +
Seller: William Topping
Price: $344,000
Mortgage: $309,256
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/5/19
217 South St.
Buyer: Benjamin Strout +
Seller: Richard Carty +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $176,739
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/22/19

45 Blunt Rd.
Buyer: Jennifer Harvey
Seller: Diane Curro T +
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $251,750
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/18/19

15 Oxbow Rd.
Buyer: Oscar Boyko +
Seller: Beatrice Holdings
LLC
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 7/22/19

2153 Hancock Rd.
Buyer: Corey Wentworth +
Seller: Richard Lavariere
Price: $269,000
Mortgage: $215,200
Lender: Harvard Univ CU
Date: 7/31/19

26 Dresser Ave.
Buyer: House in Town LLC

Free Estimates • Credit Cards Accepted
1625 West Housatonic Street, Pittsfield

HANCOCK

98 Division St.
Buyer: Granville House LLC
Seller: Diana Harwood
RET +
Price: $740,000
Date: 7/24/19

s r

r

263 Long Pond Rd.
Buyer: Jan Wojcik +
Seller: Susan Segall
Price: $160,000
Date: 7/24/19

Rose Ct. W U:6
Buyer: Evelyn CunliffeDemelker +
Seller: Blue Hill Commons
LLC
Price: $225,000
Mortgage: $180,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 7/3/19

GREAT
BARRINGTON

SUPERIOR INSTALLATION AND REPAIR

21 Knob Hill
Buyer: Leonard Sitomer +
Seller: Margaret Brownell +
Price: $435,000
Mortgage: $920,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/8/19

9 Seekonk Rd.
Buyer: David Spungen +
Seller: Robert Beusman
Price: $3,000,000
Mortgage: $1,250,000
Lender: Citibank
Date: 7/1/19

7 Undermountain Rd.
Buyer: Gallagher FT +
Seller: Nathanial
Nowygrod +
Price: $420,000
Mortgage: $377,580
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/15/19

www.berkshirefence.com

BERKSHIRE FENCE COMPANY

22 Grove Ave.
Buyer: Antonio Cerveira
Seller: Maria Lopes
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 7/19/19

40 Prospect St.
Buyer: Richard Melluzzo
RET +
Seller: Ruth Shibuya
Price: $339,000
Mortgage: $239,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/10/19

66 Creamery Rd.
Buyer: Brian Ross +
Seller: Kyle Kemp +
Price: $249,000
Mortgage: $211,650
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 7/31/19

44 Florence St.
Buyer: Louis Doyle
Seller: A Bruce Clapper
Price: $172,000
Date: 7/24/19

TEL: 413-443-4515 • FAX: 413-447-9984

35 Humphrey St.
Buyer: Green Houses
Partners LLC
Seller: Leonard Zinberg
Price: $300,000
Date: 7/8/19

213 Oak St.
Buyer: Luigi Taliercio
Seller: Anna HartungMilkowski +
Price: $287,500
Mortgage: $258,750
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 7/26/19

EGREMONT

11 Miller View Rd.
Buyer: James Dipsia +
Seller: Peter Goldberg +
Price: $470,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Colonial SLA
Date: 7/5/19

180 Raymond Dr.

8 Bull Hill Rd.
Buyer: Trevor Dufault
Seller: Rakeshkumar Vyas
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $260,200
Lender: Fairway Mtg
Date: 7/17/19

357 N Plain Rd.
Buyer: Christian Walker +
Seller: Adrian Lichter +
Price: $395,000
Mortgage: $316,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/23/19

Red Barn Rd. U:176
Buyer: Mark Sims +
Seller: Ira Grable +
Price: $522,500
Date: 7/19/19

108 East St.
Buyer: Sara Cunningham
Seller: Henry Williams 3rd +
Price: $246,000
Mortgage: $216,000
Lender: Trustco
Date: 7/12/19

17-19 Johnson Pl.
Buyer: Andre Lussier
Seller: Gigliotti Enterprises
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $80,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 7/1/19

12 Giddings St.
Buyer: Bernardo Mejia +
Seller: Wanda Beckwith
Price: $280,000
Mortgage: $224,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/8/19

23 Mechanic St.
Buyer: Jorge CedenoRoman +
Seller: Stacey Stockfisch
Price: $235,000
Mortgage: $176,250
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/26/19

34 Weston Ave.
Buyer: Seth Hamilton
Seller: Charlotte Cooper
Price: $240,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/16/19

119 Egremont Plain Rd.
Buyer: Christina
VanHengel +
Seller: David Pott +
Price: $480,000
Mortgage: $360,000
Lender: Triumph Mtg
Date: 7/26/19

66 Hubbard Ave.
Buyer: Ryan Lucaroni
Seller: Donald Lucaroni
Price: $146,000
Mortgage: $122,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/9/19

Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/12/19

65 Hurlburt Rd.
Buyer: Jantu LLC
Seller: Hurlburt LLC
Price: $595,000
Date: 7/15/19

73 Daly Ave.
Buyer: Noel Goldberg +
Seller: Brennan Margaret Est +
Price: $154,000
Mortgage: $151,210
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/1/19

44 Greenridge Dr.
Buyer: Cody Mullaly +
Seller: Robin Guzzo +
Price: $167,500
Mortgage: $169,191
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/17/19

Seller: Ruby Fuller
Price: $90,000
Mortgage: $233,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/19/19

HINSDALE

LANESBORO

9 Irwin St.
Buyer: William Gray
Seller: William Schafer
Price: $169,950
Mortgage: $166,871
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/2/19
106 Miner Rd.
Buyer: William Berryman
3rd +
Seller: Michael Maffuccio
Price: $321,000
Mortgage: $256,800
Lender: Santander
Date: 7/3/19
177 Narragansett Ave.
Buyer: Ian Roberts +
Seller: Rose Fabregas
Price: $189,900
Mortgage: $90,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/12/19
180 Narragansett Ave.
Buyer: John Crane 3rd +
Seller: Jeffrey Taylor
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $80,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/26/19
9 Profile St.
Buyer: Robert Cartier +
Seller: Nine Profile Street
NT +
Price: $97,000
Mortgage: $87,203
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/26/19
47 Victoria Ln.
Buyer: Nisar Ahmed +
Seller: Christopher Norton +
Price: $431,500
Mortgage: $345,200
Lender: First Choice
Date: 7/8/19
655 Cheshire Rd. U:1
Buyer: Durga Property
Holdings
Seller: Berkshire Mall
Rlty Hldg
Price: $1,000,000
Date: 7/12/19
580 Main St. U:102
Buyer: Michael
Nykorchuch +
Seller: Jonathan Boehm +
Price: $78,000
Mortgage: $62,400
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/1/19
580 Main St. U:305
Buyer: James Delucia +
Seller: Amber Winslow
Price: $146,000
Mortgage: $131,400
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/5/19

LEE
465 Devon Rd.
Buyer: Evan Laudon
Seller: Miskinis FT +
Price: $285,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/31/19

98 Henry Dr.
Buyer: Cherie Pensivey
Seller: Lisa Willey
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $212,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/12/19

121 Golden Hill Rd.
Buyer: Joanne Stringer
Seller: Barbara Stone RET+
Price: $280,000
Mortgage: $190,000
Lender: Citizens Bank
Date: 7/15/19

38 Linden Ln.
Buyer: Michael Mcneil
Seller: Robert Negri
Price: $85,000
Date: 7/12/19

475 Leisure Lee Rd.
Buyer: John Britton
Seller: Ellen Apfel
Price: $225,000
Date: 7/15/19

49 Old Dalton Rd.
Buyer: Melissa Wehry
Seller: Clyde Savery +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $97,000

905 Pleasant St.
Buyer: 905 Pleasant Street
LLC
Seller: AJT RT +
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $402,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/23/19
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BERKSHIRE FENCE & ACCESSORIES
TEL: 413-229-9900 • FAX: 413-229-9990

560 South Main Street, Sheffield

1610 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Christopher Greendale
Seller: Jennifer Sommerville
Price: $270,000
Date: 7/25/19
44 Rose Ave.
Buyer: Bridget Tyer +
Seller: Sheldon Allen T +
Price: $130,000
Mortgage: $97,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/15/19
156 Summer St.
Buyer: Megan Sanders

OCTOBER 2019

Seller: Laurie Fitzpatrick
Price: $240,000
Mortgage: $192,000
Lender: GFA FCU
Date: 7/24/19
205 Theresa Ter.
Buyer: Kati-Sue Scheurer
Seller: Birch Dolores Est +
Price: $320,000
Mortgage: $130,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/2/19

LENOX
7 Birchwood Ln.
Buyer: BAB 2011 RET +
Seller: Robert Edwards +
Price: $315,000
Date: 7/29/19
130 Cliffwood St.
Buyer: Matthew Lo +
Seller: Cliffwood RT +
Price: $325,000
Date: 7/15/19
2 Crystal St.
Buyer: Davidson FT +
Seller: William Crawford Jr +
Price: $350,000
Mortgage: $346,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/15/19
93 Crystal St.
Buyer: Allison Kearns +
Seller: Nationstar Mtg
Price: $104,021
Date: 7/30/19
21 High St.
Buyer: Gateway
Residential Invst
Seller: Restorations Inc
Price: $132,500
Mortgage: $178,750
Lender: Fox Point
Date: 7/19/19
360 Housatonic St.
Buyer: James Leonhardt +
Seller: David Keator +
Price: $365,000
Mortgage: $372,847
Lender: Navy FCU
Date: 7/1/19
10 Old Town Way
Buyer: Joseph Joyce +
Seller: Cherry Parke
Price: $289,000
Mortgage: $10,000
Lender: Lenox Town Afford
Date: 7/12/19
411 Walker St.
Buyer: Terrence Moore +
Seller: James Herrick +
Price: $485,000
Mortgage: $470,450
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/3/19
37 Morgan Manor U:7
Buyer: Marc Maurino
Seller: Susan Lynch +
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $127,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/31/19
260 Pittsfield Rd.
Buyer: Kerri White
Seller: Pine Ridge T +
Price: $100,250
Mortgage: $80,200
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/1/19
7 Rolling Hills U:12
Buyer: Devereaux FT +
Seller: Phyllis & R Silbert
RET +
Price: $188,000
Date: 7/12/19
Spruce Trail U:2
Buyer: Robin KimbroughMelton +
Seller: Lenox Woods at
Kennedy Pk NT +
Price: $429,000
Date: 7/15/19

MONTEREY
170 Gould Rd.
Buyer: Elena Green +
Seller: Jane Salamon
Price: $1,060,000
Mortgage: $1,000,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/10/19
527 Main Rd.
Buyer: Mary Pontell
Seller: John Delmolino Jr
Price: $1,250,000
Mortgage: $550,000
Lender: Bk of America
Date: 7/3/19

MOUNT
WASHINGTON

Plantain Pond Rd.
Buyer: James Filkins +
Seller: Zevi Zeev
Price: $82,500
Date: 7/5/19

NEW
MARLBORO

Aberdeen Rd.
Buyer: Shannon Foster
Seller: Douglas Mackenzie
Price: $80,000
Date: 7/19/19
Branch Rd.

Buyer: G Morven Allen +
Seller: Warren Wilcox
Price: $214,000
Date: 7/19/19
129 Hayes Hill Rd.
Buyer: Donna Silk +
Seller: Keith Watson +
Price: $286,250
Mortgage: $243,313
Lender: Total Mtg
Date: 7/18/19
772 Norfolk Rd.
Buyer: BHSC Real Estate
Seller: Bosworth Family
Partnership
Price: $2,060,000
Mortgage: $4,000,000
Lender: Mbank
Date: 7/5/19

NORTH ADAMS
42-44 Arnold Pl.
Buyer: Berkshire Medical
Center
Seller: David Moresi
Price: $134,000
Date: 7/17/19
227 Ashland St.
Buyer: Cumberland Farms
Seller: City of North Adams
Price: $575,000
Date: 7/1/19
51 Frederick St.
Buyer: Jacob Burdick
Seller: Jaycee Pero
Price: $138,000
Mortgage: $131,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/30/19
26 Gallup St.
Buyer: Thomas Murphy
Seller: US Bank NA
Price: $75,500
Date: 7/23/19
41-43 Highland Ave.
Buyer: PNC Bank NA
Seller: Lisa Loomis +
Price: $104,103
Date: 7/31/19
1272 Massachusetts Ave.
Buyer: Centerville Sticks
LLC
Seller: Eileen Norton
Price: $80,000
Date: 7/2/19
1020 Mohawk Trail
Buyer: Andrew Bott
Seller: John Hockridge +
Price: $197,942
Mortgage: $157,942
Lender: Finex CU
Date: 7/26/19
63 North St.
Buyer: Bruce Bjork +
Seller: Daniel Cellana
Price: $203,750
Mortgage: $170,810
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/18/19
83 Park Ave.
Buyer: Collin Murdock +
Seller: Leonard Ziarnik
Price: $138,000
Mortgage: $124,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/18/19
22-24 School St.
Buyer: Brendan Longe
Seller: J&E RT +
Price: $143,000
Mortgage: $121,550
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 7/1/19
38 West End Ter.
Buyer: Gregory Shook +
Seller: Linda Ann
Hamilton T +
Price: $190,000
Mortgage: $19,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/29/19
330-R W Main St.
Buyer: Tammy Larabee
Seller: Jay Cooper +
Price: $122,000
Mortgage: $123,232
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/16/19
84 Washington Ave.
Buyer: Leonard Pader
Seller: David Valego
Price: $126,189
Mortgage: $94,642
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/18/19
243 Union St. U:202
Buyer: Rebecca Perea-Kane +
Seller: Sydney Jensen +
Price: $235,000
Mortgage: $188,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/1/19

OTIS
752 Algerie Rd.
Buyer: Edward Lloyd +
Seller: Michael Arad +
Price: $273,000
Date: 7/15/19
434 Lion Hill Rd.
Buyer: James Shirley 3rd
Seller: Bennett FT +
Price: $700,000
Date: 7/29/19
28 N Ridge St.
Buyer: Denise Otten

Seller: Fortune 7 LLC
Price: $143,000
Date: 7/12/19
16 Old Stagecoach Rd.
Buyer: John Culhane +
Seller: Bradley Barber +
Price: $740,000
Mortgage: $629,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/12/19
62 Pinnacle Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Ives
Seller: Rosanne Altrows +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $152,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/25/19
555 W Center Rd.
Buyer: Heath Piester +
Seller: Donna Lewis +
Price: $290,000
Mortgage: $210,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/19/19

PERU
77 August Smith Rd.
Buyer: Daniel Kenney +
Seller: David Grant +
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $405,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/15/19
92 Curtin Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Hogan +
Seller: Boguslaw Mach +
Price: $243,000
Date: 7/29/19
110 Curtin Rd.
Buyer: Keith Verge +
Seller: David Forrest
Price: $347,000
Mortgage: $302,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/31/19
1 David Dr.
Buyer: Nico Romano
Seller: Eric Schwener
Price: $126,500
Mortgage: $120,175
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/29/19
99 Middlefield Rd.
Buyer: Mark Daley +
Seller: Lysander Bone +
Price: $335,000
Mortgage: $251,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/17/19

PITTSFIELD
31 3rd St.
Buyer: Juan Auqui-Barbecho
Seller: Jacob Trudeau
Price: $89,900
Mortgage: $80,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/30/19
10 Amy Ct.
Buyer: Linda Searles
Seller: George Whaling
Price: $386,500
Date: 7/30/19
100 Anita Dr.
Buyer: David Sutherland
Seller: Ellen Sutherland +
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $72,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/15/19
42 Ashley St.
Buyer: Zheni VerdugoSeminario +
Seller: Lahoussine Oubtrou
Price: $151,000
Mortgage: $155,200
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/26/19
152 Bartlett Ave.
Buyer: Nicholas Paleologos +
Seller: Josh Bennett
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $194,000
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 7/15/19
325 Benedict Rd.
Buyer: Mary Croshier +
Seller: Sandra Bonnell
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $106,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/22/19
88 Birch Grove Dr.
Buyer: Anne-Marie Riello
Seller: Anthony Riello +
Price: $147,000
Mortgage: $147,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/30/19
35 Brunswick St.
Buyer: Jennifer Thompson
Seller: Richard Wise +
Price: $440,000
Mortgage: $352,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 7/9/19
124 Bryan St.
Buyer: Monica Ureste
Seller: Joseph Burke
Price: $179,900
Mortgage: $183,767
Lender: Mtg Research
Date: 7/8/19
76 Cambridge Ave.
Buyer: Sergio Torres +
Seller: Sam Underhill
Price: $220,000
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Mortgage: $209,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/22/19
18 Charisma Dr.
Buyer: Allen Kopfstein +
Seller: Brian Arseneau +
Price: $498,500
Date: 7/26/19

88 Emerson Ave.
Buyer: Donald Pettinger
Seller: Michael Kirchner +
Price: $190,000
Mortgage: $186,558
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/31/19

55 Church St.
Buyer: 55 Church LLC
Seller: His Management LLC
Price: $440,000
Date: 7/1/19

47 Exeter Ave.
Buyer: Gregory Viner
Seller: Fischer Cheryl Est +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $112,500
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/26/19

819 Churchill St.
Buyer: Timothy Demarco +
Seller: Mary Andrews
Price: $269,900
Mortgage: $179,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/31/19

43 Fairfield St.
Buyer: Kristina Cormier
Seller: David Lachowski +
Price: $162,000
Mortgage: $150,700
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/17/19

55 Cleveland St.
Buyer: Leonid Yantovsky +
Seller: William Berryman
3rd +
Price: $221,000
Mortgage: $214,370
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/3/19

48 Fairfield St.
Buyer: David Nelson
Seller: Robert Belcher
Price: $162,000
Mortgage: $152,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/25/19

63 Cleveland St.
Buyer: Cody Johnson +
Seller: Wilford Hazelett +
Price: $220,000
Mortgage: $176,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/19/19
19 Congress St.
Buyer: Joshua Cote
Seller: Silvano
Mastrodicasa +
Price: $153,000
Mortgage: $150,228
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/8/19
206 Dalton Ave.
Buyer: Fatima Adiatou
Seller: Cheryl Sandy
Price: $145,000
Mortgage: $130,355
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/2/19
121 Dorchester Ave.
Buyer: MHFA
Seller: Dale Smith +
Price: $86,161
Date: 7/17/19

62 Grove St.
Buyer: Bradley Lopez
Seller: Ignacio Matos Jr +
Price: $198,000
Mortgage: $192,060
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/29/19
34 Harryel St.
Buyer: Johanna Sutliff
Seller: Shaun Gallagher
Price: $205,000
Mortgage: $184,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/29/19
60 Harryel St.
Buyer: Kyle Rocca
Seller: Lyon Wesley Est +
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $148,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/29/19
101 Harryel St.
Buyer: Jerrold Marino
Seller: William Trainor +
Price: $185,000
Date: 7/1/19

36 Dutchess Ave.
Buyer: Michael Mcneil
Seller: Arthur & CA
Catalano RET +
Price: $132,000
Date: 7/22/19
15 Dwight St.
Buyer: Michael Rahilly
Seller: Robert Rahilly Sr +
Price: $93,750
Mortgage: $75,000
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 7/22/19
605 East St.
Buyer: Troy Laureyns
Seller: James Rosier
Price: $80,000
Mortgage: $55,100
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/12/19

107 Harryel St.
Buyer: Eric Dickhaus
Seller: Dickhaus Lawrence
Est +
Price: $163,400
Mortgage: $70,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/2/19
220 High St.
Buyer: Warren Smith +
Seller: Robert Lucas +
Price: $335,000
Date: 7/2/19
175 Highland St.
Buyer: Lyndsay CiminiWaldron +
Seller: Olmsted Realty LLC
Price: $140,000
Mortgage: $133,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/25/19

101 Elaine Dr.
Buyer: Martin Layton
Seller: Martin Gelacio
Price: $147,500
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/24/19
18 Elberon Ave.
Buyer: David WilliamsNeal +
Seller: Isabel Lenihan
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/1/19
136 Elberon Ave.
Buyer: Sandra Tynan
Seller: Brad Williams +
Price: $235,000
Mortgage: $181,700
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/15/19
275 Eleanor Rd.
Buyer: William Topping +
Seller: Richard Cohen
Price: $187,000
Mortgage: $145,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/5/19
64 Elm St.
Buyer: Marissa Villacis
Seller: Joseph Nadeau
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $136,250
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/1/19

14 Franco Ter.
Buyer: Ranger Properties LLC
Seller: Roger Siciliano +
Price: $100,000
Date: 7/12/19

Price: $179,900
Mortgage: $170,905
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/26/19
73 Leroi Dr.
Buyer: Ryan Cowdrey +
Seller: Marilyn Mcalister
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/15/19
17 Leslie Dr.
Buyer: Christopher Tracy
Seller: Sara Cunningham
Price: $216,500
Mortgage: $205,675
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/12/19
21 Lombard St.
Buyer: Walter Cooper Jr +
Seller: Eric Ferrarin +
Price: $113,000
Mortgage: $109,610
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/18/19
122 Longview Ter.
Buyer: LC Defreitas-Santos +
Seller: 122 Longview
Terrace NT +
Price: $210,000
Mortgage: $199,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/16/19
166 Madison Ave.
Buyer: Deutsche Bank Natl T
Seller: Fonda Furey +
Price: $106,015
Date: 7/12/19
103 Maple Grove Dr.
Buyer: Jonathan Boehm
Seller: Eric Mcintosh
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $145,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/1/19
30 Massachusetts Ave.
Buyer: Juce NT +
Seller: Jason Artioli
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $140,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/18/19
27 Mcallister St.
Buyer: Shane Aitken
Seller: Mary Huska 2010 FT +
Price: $147,500
Mortgage: $126,500
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/26/19
80 Mcintosh Dr.
Buyer: Scott Nimons
Seller: Lisa Mlynarczyk
Price: $162,000
Mortgage: $159,065
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/19/19
30 Meadow Ln.
Buyer: Caitlin Nicoll
Seller: Jennifer Stasinos +
Price: $131,900
Mortgage: $129,510
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 7/9/19
332 Merrill Rd.
Buyer: Walter Rose +
Seller: Robert Galvagni Sr +
Price: $225,000
Mortgage: $180,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/31/19

4 Hillcrest Ave.
Buyer: Mary Wright
Seller: Thomas Dubois +
Price: $181,000
Mortgage: $121,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/16/19

106 Morningview Dr.
Buyer: Mark Levesque +
Seller: Lori Stanton
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $132,000
Lender: Bk of America
Date: 7/10/19

166 Holmes Rd.
Buyer: Phourasamy Din +
Seller: PGM NT +
Price: $208,000
Mortgage: $204,232
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/15/19

133 Mountain Dr.
Buyer: Philip Rachwal
Seller: Katherine Demarco
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/18/19

41 Howard St.
Buyer: Barbara Reich
Seller: Kevin Higgins
Price: $116,600
Mortgage: $114,488
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 7/26/19

29 Murphy Pl.
Buyer: Rebecca Robbins
Seller: Gary Kickery +
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $181,649
Lender: Total Mtg
Date: 7/16/19

117 Jason St.
Buyer: Lane Niedrauer
Seller: Eileen Christman
Price: $230,000
Mortgage: $170,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/19/19

66 N Pearl St.
Buyer: Magdalena
DeJesus-Larios +
Seller: Luis Villacis
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $128,250
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/16/19

28 Jayne Ave.
Buyer: Crystal Bradley +
Seller: Brian Sperling +

68 Oak Hill Rd.
Buyer: David Forrest +

Seller: Richard Cadenelli +
Price: $283,500
Date: 7/31/19
44 Palomino Dr.
Buyer: Ignacio Matos Jr
Seller: Brennan King
Price: $325,000
Mortgage: $280,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/29/19
55 Pecks Rd.
Buyer: Michal Hyland
Seller: Crystal Bradley
Price: $119,900
Mortgage: $107,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/26/19
33 Perrine Ave.
Buyer: Rocco Errichetto Jr
Seller: Rocco Errichetto 3rd
Price: $160,000
Date: 7/16/19
46 Plunkett St.
Buyer: Plunkett Residences
Seller: Joseph Renzi
Price: $150,000
Date: 7/30/19
59 Pollock Ave.
Buyer: Scott Haviland +
Seller: Mary Hebert
Price: $240,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/25/19
248 Robbins Ave.
Buyer: Robert Donnelly Jr
Seller: Flipflopwws Inc
Price: $129,900
Mortgage: $127,546
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/22/19
36 South Carolina Ave.
Buyer: Marc Bourassa +
Seller: Dennis Duquette +
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $145,500
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/26/19
1035 South St.
Buyer: Mint Real Estate LLC
Seller: ZC Group LLC
Price: $1,500,000
Mortgage: $1,500,000
Lender: LM 2 Invst Grp
Date: 7/30/19

Seller: Natalie Matus +
Price: $194,000
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 7/29/19
46 Waverly St.
Buyer: Drew Herzig +
Seller: Anne Rocheleau
Price: $232,500
Mortgage: $110,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/2/19
53 Waverly St.
Buyer: Abigail Mathews +
Seller: Meghan St John
Price: $244,000
Mortgage: $195,200
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/9/19
72 Weller Ave.
Buyer: Sharell Frye
Seller: Raymond Milukas +
Price: $134,500
Mortgage: $132.063
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/31/19
351 West St.
Buyer: 351 West LLC
Seller: Paul Oparowski +
Price: $115,000
Date: 7/16/19
52 Wilson St.
Buyer: Randy Spaniol +
Seller: Stacy Boivin
Price: $139,900
Mortgage: $116,910
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 7/18/19
Aspen Way U:4
Buyer: Rosaline Granoff +
Seller: Valerie Tiller
Price: $77,052
Date: 7/1/19
Aspen Way U:6
Buyer: Roger Matus 2015
RET +
Seller: Shirlee Bresnahan
RET +
Price: $415,000
Date: 7/9/19
Churchill Crst. U:62
Buyer: Alan Bassman +
Seller: Mark Lange Sr +
Price: $179,000
Date: 7/17/19

103 Spadina Pkwy.
Buyer: Kevin Reis
Seller: Laurie Casna
Price: $248,000
Mortgage: $235,600
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 7/15/19

Churchill Crst U:64
Buyer: Cheryl Ricci
Seller: Alan Bassman +
Price: $169,900
Mortgage: $135,920
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/25/19

15 Spring St.
Buyer: T&D Rental
Properties Inc
Seller: DNC Real Estate LLC
Price: $82,500
Mortgage: $66,000
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 7/10/19

Cynthia Ln. U:13
Buyer: Sally Soluri
Seller: Ben Kaplan +
Price: $301,000
Mortgage: $240,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/31/19

175 Tamarack Rd.
Buyer: Benjamin Prew +
Seller: Rosemary Larkin
Price: $247,000
Mortgage: $239,590
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/19/19
10 Underhill Pl.
Buyer: Karen Sargent
Seller: John Tremblay
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $135,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/31/19
38 Ventura Ave.
Buyer: Beverly Doyle
Seller: Matthew Digrigoli +
Price: $110,000
Mortgage: $88,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 7/11/19
674 W Housatonic St.
Buyer: Ronald Smith
Seller: Ryan Cowdrey
Price: $199,900
Date: 7/12/19
233 Wahconah St.
Buyer: Raymond Cochran +
Seller: Christopher Cochran +
Price: $140,000
Date: 7/1/19
233 Wahconah St.
Buyer: Kelly Marion
Seller: Raymond Cochran
Price: $115,000
Mortgage: $92,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/1/19
17 Walden Ln.
Buyer: Anthony Talis +

RAIL TRAIL OPPORTUNITY!
24,000 sq. ft. three-story brick building bordering
the Ashuwillticook Rail Trail in Adams. High ceilings,
maple floors, freight elevator, dock, exposed beam
ceilings, parking, town water, town sewer, natural gas,
sprinkler system, 3-Phase electrical. The current open
warehouse concept is ready for your development
plans! 6 miles to MASS MoCA and close to most
natural and cultural attractions in Berkshire County.
$599,000 or best offer.

CONTACT: STEPHEN J. DADAK • 413-458-3837
Full details at https://www.loopnet.com/Listing/12-Harmony-St-Adams-MA/15679168/

71 S Church St. U:N304
Buyer: Yuki Cohen +
Seller: Jeffrey Leppo +
Price: $240,000
Mortgage: $232,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/18/19

21 Willow Rd.
Buyer: Anthony Mazzeo Jr +
Seller: Robert VanAllmen
RET +
Price: $129,000
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/22/19

171 Silver St.
Buyer: Catherine Riva
Seller: Carl Bartow Jr
Price: $160,000
Date: 7/2/19

252 Yokun Rd.
Buyer: Jamie Fiegel +
Seller: Wade Fiegel +
Price: $266,250
Mortgage: $212,500
Lender: JPMorgan Chase
Date: 7/30/19

4 Cove Ln.
Buyer: Mary Winslow
Seller: Robert Daley +
Price: $825,000
Date: 7/31/19

SAVOY
15 New State Rd.
Buyer: Jayson Cooper +
Seller: John Bradbury +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $125,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/15/19
20 Old Dalton Rd.
Buyer: Amanda Zepka
Seller: Donald Pause +
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $35,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/30/19

SHEFFIELD
954 Boardman St.
Buyer: Edward Smith +
Seller: Edwin Carr +
Price: $497,000
Mortgage: $297,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 7/1/19
234 Clayton Rd.
Buyer: Joseph Baker +
Seller: Yeli Arango
Price: $335,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Total Mtg
Date: 7/16/19
1624 County Rd.
Buyer: Melissa Bassett
Seller: Sharon Schroepfer
Price: $315,000
Mortgage: $299,250
Lender: Total Mtg
Date: 7/15/19
23 Elm Ct.
Buyer: William Hall +
Seller: Carmella Delmolino
Price: $175,000
Date: 7/12/19
1105 Home Rd.
Buyer: Megan King +
Seller: Henry Paxson Jr
Price: $285,000
Mortgage: $213,750
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/26/19
Hulett Hill Rd.
Buyer: G Morven Allen +
Seller: Warren Wilcox
Price: $214,000
Date: 7/19/19

RICHMOND

635 N Main St.
Buyer: Jeromine Scott +
Seller: Albin Rothermel +
Price: $293,000
Mortgage: $287,693
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 7/19/19

1013 Dublin Rd.
Buyer: Justin Codwise +
Seller: Joseph Larrivee NT +
Price: $130,000
Mortgage: $400,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/11/19

46 Parsley Ln.
Buyer: Kyle Kemp +
Seller: Thomas Carmody +
Price: $408,500
Mortgage: $326,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/31/19

STOCKBRIDGE

19 Glendale Middle Rd.
Buyer: FHLM
Seller: Gary Wiens +
Price: $187,165
Date: 7/16/19
Glendale Rd.
Buyer: Jerry Queen +
Seller: Robert Singleton +
Price: $998,000
Date: 7/22/19
54 Interlaken Rd.
Buyer: Yaruslav Shukel
Seller: Roberts Ronnie Est +
Price: $225,000
Date: 7/19/19
28 Lake Dr.
Buyer: Charles Kohrer Jr +
Seller: Barbara Berk NT +
Price: $600,000
Mortgage: $480,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/8/19
6 South St.
Buyer: Michael Cavanaugh +
Seller: Michael Hall
Price: $275,000
Date: 7/16/19
23 Hawthorne Rd. U:14B
Buyer: Paul Hanau +
Seller: Howard Levin +
Price: $580,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Bk of America
Date: 7/15/19

TYRINGHAM
2-B Stonebridge Way
Buyer: Chauncey Collins
Seller: Brenda Kipp-StPierre
Price: $250,000
Date: 7/12/19
7 Stonebridge Way
Buyer: Michael Powell +
Seller: Thomas Heiss +
Price: $372,000
Mortgage: $90,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/19/19

WEST
STOCKBRIDGE

20 Glendale Rd.
Buyer: Jerry Queen +
Seller: Robert Singleton +
Price: $998,000
Mortgage: $798,400
Lender: Norwich Cmrcl
Date: 7/22/19

WILLIAMSTOWN
114 Bridges Rd.
Buyer: Roger Larocca +
Seller: Greylock FCU
Price: $110,000
Date: 7/25/19
1146 Cold Spring Rd.
Buyer: Maria Harrison T +
Seller: Bravo LLC
Price: $1,000,000
Date: 7/25/19

16 Grundy Ct.
Buyer: ENL LLC
Seller: Bruce Whitney
Price: $375,000
Mortgage: $125,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 7/19/19
301 Henderson Rd.
Buyer: Mark Miller +
Seller: Kittisak
Khajornchaisak +
Price: $169,900
Mortgage: $161,405
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/22/19
403 North St.
Buyer: Brittany Hanlon +
Seller: Jack Russell T +
Price: $132,000
Mortgage: $102,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/12/19
106 Roaring Brook Rd.
Buyer: Jon-Joe Filiault
Seller: John Filiault +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $350,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/1/19
51 Sloan Rd.
Buyer: Kaare Francis
Seller: Norman Sweet 3rd
Price: $87,000
Date: 7/19/19
Stone Hill Rd.
Buyer: John Thoman Jr +
Seller: Whole Wholesome
Group NT +
Price: $238,000
Date: 7/30/19
15 Willows Ln.
Buyer: Alastair Revell +
Seller: Gary Leopold
Price: $390,500
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/1/19
S Hemlock Ln. U:207
Buyer: Lara Yeager-Crasselt +
Seller: Richard Hespos +
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $120,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 7/26/19

WINDSOR
233 North St.
Buyer: Zachary Rocca
Seller: Cherie Pensivy
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/11/19
715 North St.
Buyer: Rocco Errichetto 3rd +
Seller: Patrick Burke +
Price: $379,900
Mortgage: $341,910
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/19/19
1600 North St.
Buyer: Ingrid Lewis
Seller: Seth Hamilton
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $148,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 7/12/19
◆
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people on the move

Joseph Baker has
joined Berkshire Taconic
Community Foundation as vice president
of finance and administration, where he will
oversee finances, investments, human resources
and operations for the
$152 million foundation.
Baker previously served
Baker
in leadership roles at
other community foundations for 13 years, most
recently as vice president of finance and chief
financial officer at Fairfield County’s Community Foundation. Before that, he was director of
finance and administration at the Community
Foundation of Greater New Britain. He brings
to BTCF a background in nonprofit finance and
development, as the former head of a United Way
and a nonprofit service organization. He also
developed Danbury Children First, a parent-led
community initiative.

Caroline Holland and
Debra Jo Rupp have
joined the board of trustees at Barrington Stage
Company in Pittsfield.
Holland is the managing
director of Mill Town
Capital, overseeing operations, strategy and project
execution for the impact
investment fund focused
on the Berkshires. She
was formerly the strategy
and business development
manager at General Dynamics Mission Systems
in Pittsfield. Rupp is an associate artist at Barrington
Stage, whose many credits
include regional work,
off-Broadway productions
and several film and television appearances.

Holland

Rupp

Looking for a Professional Coach?
Whether you’re a successful business owner, manager or
individual contributor growing your career, the daily tactics
and firefighting take you away from your growth and
innovation. I work with individuals and businesses
to notice what’s getting in the way and partner
with you to create and sustain effective action.

Call Karen today for a
complimentary consultation.
KAREN O’DONNELL
Professional
Certified Coach

413-770-1064 • karen@autonomyllc.com
Read Karen’s blogs @ www.linkedin.com/in/autonomyllc

BEACON CINEMA
Now Featuring
100% Heated Reclining Seats
7.1 Dolby Digital Surround Sound
Fine Assortment of Craft Beer and Wine
$5 Matinees Daily
FEATURING

INCLUDING

Robert Burnell has
been appointed executive
chef of all dining venues at the Red Lion Inn.
In his new role, Burnell
oversees the day-to-day
culinary operations of the
main dining room, Widow
Bingham’s Tavern, the
Lion’s Den, and the seasonally open Courtyard.
Burnell
In addition, Burnell will
collaborate with Brian Alberg, vice president
of culinary development, on all future food and
beverage-related development, including specialty
menus for inn guests and private parties. With
nearly 20 years in the food, beverage and hospitality
industries, Burnell was previously the executive
chef at Gedney Farm in New Marlborough.
Dr. Len Radin has been selected as Grand
Marshal for the upcoming 64th Annual Fall
Foliage parade presented by 1Berkshire. The
parade will be held in downtown North Adams
on Oct. 6 at 1 p.m. This year’s parade theme is
The Wizard of Oz, both in celebration of the 80th
anniversary of its Hollywood premiere, and in the
promotion of the message that “There’s No Place
Like Home in the Berkshires.” Radin was selected
for this honor not only because of all he has done
for the community, but for his enduring love for
The Wizard of Oz. Radin has spent over 60 years
in the theatre business, including founding the
Drury Drama Team and serving as its volunteer
director for over 25 years, during which he led
four productions of The Wizard of Oz.
Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts (MCLA)
has announced the addition of nine new faculty
members for the college’s fall semester. They
include: Katelyn Born, who joins the Biology
Department; Margaret Clark, a professor in the
Education Department; Alyssa Dufresne, assistant professor of radiologic sciences; Linda Lippacher, radiologic sciences program; Michaela
Petrovich, Department of Fine & Performing Arts;
Clio Stearns, Education Department; Xin Shen,
assistant professor of electrical engineering in the
Department of Computer Science; Joshua Uhalt,
visiting assistant professor in the Psychology Department; and Julie Walsh, clinical coordinator
for the radiology program at MCLA.

Berkshire County Arc
has announced that Blanca Durant has been promoted to vice president
of finance, where she will
oversee the accounting
and finance functions of
BCArc’s $36 million-plus
annual budget. Durant
will also manage a complex information technolDurant
ogy system that involves
numerous state contracts, confidential client data,
and a network that extends beyond 40 properties
across Berkshire and Hampden counties. Her
duties will continue to include the development
of the annual operating budget, preparation of
all financial management reports, and tax and
regulatory filings. Durant joined BCArc in 1998
as an accounting associate, became the accounting
supervisor in 1999 and was appointed director of
finance in 2011.
Financial advisor Corey Phillips of the Bulfinch Group has been recognized by the National
Association of Insurance
and Financial Advisors –
Massachusetts (NAIFA
MA) as one of the four
top Young Advisors in
Massachusetts under the
age of 40. Phillips, a
Phillips
resident of Dalton, was
selected for this designation for his success as a
financial advisor in providing exemplary service
and comprehensive solutions for his clients.
Berkshire Hills Bancorp Inc. has announced the
promotion of Jacqueline Courtwright to senior
vice president and chief human resources officer
of Berkshire Bank. In this role, Courtwright will
lead all aspects of human resource strategy and
execution for Berkshire Bank’s workforce, including compensation and benefits, talent acquisition,
assessment, and development; and organizational
design and effectiveness. Courtwright brings more
than 25 years of human resources experience to
this position. Prior to her promotion she served as
senior vice president, human resources business
partner leader at Berkshire Bank.

EXTENDED BUSINESS HOURS
& FIRST RUN FILMS ALL WEEK
GENERAL ADMISSION - $9.75
CHILDREN (11 AND UNDER) - $6.00
SENIORS (60 AND OVER) - $6.00
MATINEE (BEFORE 5PM) - $5.00

visit PHOENIXMOVIES.NET/FATHOMEVENTS for more info

BEACON CINEMA
THE NEW STANDARD IN
SIGHT, SOUND & LUXURY

WWW.PHOENIXMOVIES.NET • (413) 358-4780

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE BERKSHIRES

JINGLE & MINGLE

Nobody does the Holidays better than The Red Lion Inn.
Our annual salute to our favorite season has become legendary for
its unique blend of Yuletide sights, sounds and tastes. Which makes
us the perfect spot for your next holiday party or get together.
BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY PART Y NOW. 413.298.1616
STAY OVERNIGHT AND RECEIVE 15% OFF YOUR GUEST ROOM.

LEASING AVAILABLE

OFFICE & RETAIL SUITES
Call 248.478.7170
WWW.KINNELLKRESGE.COM

30 Main Street, Stockbridge
redlioninn.com
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Andrew Alcaro, a
commercial lines producer in the Williamstown office of Greylock
Insurance Agency, has
earned a Commercial
Lines Coverage Specialist
designation. The National
Underwriter Company
(NUC) established the
designation to highlight
Alcaro
agents who demonstrate
extensive knowledge in the areas of property and
casualty insurance, and have applied that knowledge in real-life case study exercises. Alcaro joined
Greylock Insurance Agency in 2018.
Jenifer Fox has joined Berkshire Country
Day School as head of school, bringing 35
years of experience in both primary and secondary schools in the United States and overseas,
most recently at the Delta School in Wilson,
Ark., which she founded. Fox is internationally
recognized in the field of strengths-based education, which uses experiential learning activities
to help students identify their greatest talents.
Teachers then work with children to develop
and apply strengths based on those talents to
facilitate learning, intellectual development, and
academic achievement. As the founding head
of school at the Delta School, Fox spearheaded
the design of the project-based-learning school,
which included a 6,500-square-foot maker space
to facilitate hands-on learning.
The Guardian Life
Insurance Company of
America has announced
that Lawrence Hazzard
has been named president of Berkshire Life
Insurance Company of
America (Berkshire Life),
a wholly owned stock
subsidiary of Guardian.
Hazzard replaces Senior
Hazzard
Vice President Gordon
Dinsmore, who will focus on new product innovation and ensure a smooth transition of his
responsibilities before retiring at the end of the
year. Hazzard, vice president, head of individual
and multi-life disability insurance product and
underwriting, will take on expanded responsibilities as head of all DI product, underwriting and
claims, as well as become the 16th president of
Berkshire Life, which has operated for 168 years
in Berkshire County. Hazzard joined the company
in April 2007 as vice president, product and marketing, to serve as the head of the multi-life DI
and long term care insurance lines.

Berkshire Money
Management has announced that Lauren
Russo has earned her
Financial Paraplanner
Qualified Professional
(FPQP) designation from
the College of Financial Planning. To receive
this designation, Russo
completed a course of
Russo
study encompassing the
financial planning process, the five disciplines of
financial planning and general financial planning
concepts, terminology and product categories, and
passed an exam that tested her ability to apply
theoretical concepts to real-life situations.
Hillcrest Educational
Centers (HEC) has announced the following
staff assignments. Tim
Gallagher has moved to
the position of director
of business development,
where he is responsible
for researching and developing new business
opportunities, as well as
Gallagher
maintaining HEC’s current endeavors, including Hillcrest Dental Care
Inc. and Berkshire County Kids Place. Gallagher previously served as
HEC’s director of development and community
relations. Peter Lopenzina has assumed the role
of director of development
and community relations
after 12 years of serving
as the program director
of the Brookside Intensive
Treatment Unit. His new
Lopenzina
responsibilities include
developing and executing the development plan,
planning and implementing fundraising events and
annual campaigns, and
maintaining relationships
with other organizations,
charities and individual
donors. Melissa Orazio has been promoted
to program director of
the Brookside Intensive
Treatment Unit from her
prior role as assistant
program director. Orazio
Orazio
oversees daily operations,
including admissions, staff development, student
services, and budgeting.◆

INNOVATION SUMMIT
OCTOBER 3-4, 2019
WILLIAMS INN + ’62 CENTER
Lever’s two-day summit will celebrate innovation as an
engine of economic growth in the Berkshires

KEYNOTE: STEVE CASE

AOL FOUNDER, CEO OF REVOLUTION

INTRAPRENEUR CHALLENGE

Innovators from seven leading Berkshire companies compete for $25K

TALKS BY LEADING BERKSHIRE INNOVATORS
Lisa Chamberlain

Ben Svenson

Chris Kapiloff

The Chamberlain Group

TOURISTS

LTI SmartGlass

Josh Levin

Carlo Zaffanella

and more

LympheDIVAs

General Dynamics

Lead Sponsors

MORE INFO +
FULL SCHEDULE:
LEVERINC.ORG
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ZIP ‘N SORT
MAIL SERVICES
THE ONLY
FIRST-CLASS
PRE-SORTER
BETWEEN
WORCESTER
AND ALBANY
AUTOMATED / FULFILLMENT/ STATE OF THE ART EQUIPMENT
WE SERVE MORE THAN 250 CUSTOMERS

SAVE 10%PLUS
ON FIRSTCLASS
POSTAGE
413-443-9071
JGIVY@ZIPNSORT.COM
ZIPNSORT.COM
Pittsfield, MA
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Bank on History
If you’re looking for a bank with integrity, character, and deep local roots,
bank with The Co-op. We’re easy to find – the Berkshires have been our
home for 130 years.

Pittsfield
70 South St.
(413) 447-7304

Pittsfield
110 Dalton Ave.
(413) 395-9626

www.pittsfieldcoop.com

Dalton
431 Main St.
(413) 684-1551
Member FDIC & SIF

Gt. Barrington
325 Main St.
(413) 528-2840
Equal Housing Lender

